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SJC Members Allege General Assembly Erred

Concurring Opinion Deplores Incitement of Commissioners
Did Moderator Smith, President Pipa, and P&R News
Not Fully Investigate John Woods Views?

Six members of the Standing Judicial Commission (SJC)
of the Presbyterian Church in America (PCA) have issued a
stinging rebuke to the 28th General Assembly. In a
concurring opinion to the SJC ruling in the John Wood matter,
those same members imply that General Assembly Moderator
Morton H. Smith; Greenville (S. C.) Presbyterian Theological
Seminary and its President, Dr. Joseph Pipa; and Presbyterian

Dr. Morton H. Smith, current moderator of the General
Assembly, served as the PCAs first Stated Clerk.
& Reformed News, did not conduct a thorough investigation
before charges were brought against the Knoxville pastor.
Towards the end of the document, the SJC members write of
the high emotion generated at the Assembly; and, without
specifying to whom the comments were directed, that those
contributing to creating such an emotional mood had not
made a sufficiently thorough investigation to justify their
incitement of the Commissioners.
The concurring opinion was written by SJC veteran W.
Jack Williamson, Moderator of the First PCA General
Assembly. He was joined by Dr. Charles McGowan,
Moderator of the 1996 Assembly; Ben Konopa, Assistant
Secretary of the SJC; Dr. Dominic Aquila, Secretary of the
SJC and Editor of PCANEWS.COM; John White, SJC
Chairman; and Bill Lyle.
Concurring opinions may be offered by members of
a majority on the SJC who want to explain their views more
fully. While such documents have often been used in the
past, the use of a concurring opinion as a platform to criticize
the General Assembly is apparently without precedent in
the PCA.
Since the summer of 1999, the John Wood matter has
caused great controversy throughout the denomination. The
controversy was precipitated by the reporting of the fact
that a woman had twice filled the pulpit at Cedar Springs
Presbyterian Church (CSPC), a prominent PCA congregation
in Knoxville, Tennessee, pastored by Mr. Wood.
Western Carolina Presbytery approached Tennessee
Valley Presbytery (TVP) regarding this matter. TVP took no
specific action regarding Mr. Wood, but did vindicate the
CSPC Session. Several presbyteries subsequently petitioned
the General Assembly to assume original jurisdiction to deal

with charges against Mr. Wood with regard to his views on
Commissioners ignored this advice and rushed to a decision
women preaching and his alleged approval of the incident
to assume original jurisdiction of this matter.
of a woman preaching at his church.
Besides challenging the General Assembly as a whole,
The SJC reported to the 28th General Assembly (2000)
the opinion also challenges Morton Smith, Joseph Pipa,
that it had ruled the John Wood matter out of order.
Greenville Seminary, and Presbyterian & Reformed News.
However, the Assembly refused to accept that verdict, and
The document says: We acknowledge that John Woods
instructed the SJC to adjudicate it.
statement to Dr. Morton Smith and Dr. Joey Pipa was a
In October 2000, the SJC again declined to proceed
careless and not a thoughtful statement of his position; and
to trial. It was this decision which the Williamson, et al.,
it could be misconstrued. John Woods actual position, as
opinion attempts to buttress.
clearly explained to the SJC Panel, could and should have
The opinion proclaims: We believe the 28th
been learned through a more careful investigation. We regret
General Assembly did err in assuming original
that did not happen. There were 2 students of Greenville
jurisdiction of this case. The BCO 34-1 gives the General
Seminary present on August 16 at CSPC the evening
Assembly such authority only if the Presbytery refuses
Mrs. Eure spoke. One student communicated his complaint
to act... The Record of the Case clearly shows that
to CSPC Session and to Dr. Joey Pipa, President of Greenville
Tennessee Valley Presbytery did act on this matter, and
Seminary. Then there spread from Greenville Seminary across
thus General Assembly did not have the constitutional
the denomination and through their connections and friends
authority to assume original jurisdiction.
a movement to discipline this man and his church. The
The SJC six declare that undisputed facts . . . make
Presbyterian and Reformed News, an independent
it clear to us that TVP had acted on the John Wood/
publication, then got the story and fanned the flames with
CSPC Session matter. These facts
misinformation and without
were available to the Bills and
thorough investigation. This
Overtures
Committee
of
publication then gave the story to
Commissioners of the 28th General
the public press in Greenville, S.C.,
Assembly, if they had made proper
Knoxville, TN and Charlotte, NC.
inquiry. We believe the 28th General
The mood generated by all this
Assembly violated the PCA
publicity, much of which, we now
Constitution when it ruled that TVP
learn, was not complete or fully
had refused to act and assigned the case
accurate, was one of high emotion
to the SJC under BCO 34-1.
for the General Assembly
The opinion notes that Mr.
Commissioners that felt that John
Williamson had argued at the 2000
Wood and CSPC had violated the
General Assembly meeting that TVP had
Scriptures and the Constitution of
not refused to act but had affirmatively
the PCA. Unfortunately, those
acted; and that if PCA ignored its
contributing to creating such an
Constitution, the unity of the body would
emotional mood had not made a
be destroyed.
sufficiently thorough investigation
The opinion continues: We remind
to justify their incitement of the
our brothers of past history. We believe
Commissioners. We deplore such
this is a true saying: If we dont learn
conduct even though it may have
from history, we will likely repeat it.
been made with good intentions. We
Our former denomination ignored
suggest to our Brothers, who
its Constitution for political expediency
participated in such publicity, that a
and human emotion. This was one of the
wiser course would have been to
major reasons, we separated and formed
make a more thorough investigation
PCA. This is the first time in our 27 years
of the facts. This the SJC has done.
that we have seen a General Assembly
Based on this thorough
ignore the advice of its Constitutional
investigation, we conclude that it
Business Committee on a constitutional
does not produce evidence that
matter. It was for such issues that the
raised a strong presumption of guilt
Constitutional Business Committee was Jack Williamson, pictured as he took his that TE Wood is agitating or
included in the RAO. This Committee is
promoting a view that women may
vows as a member of the SJC in 1999
composed of some of the leaders and best
be ordained nor that he is promoting
minds of the denomination. This Committee was excused
women preaching the authoritative word of God in worship
from the General Assembly to study the constitutionality of
services.
the General Assembly assuming original jurisdiction of this
We admonish all Brothers to be careful not to permit
matter under BCO 34-1. This Committee, after study, returned
an emotional issue to lead us to unconstitutional action in
to the floor to make a detailed and thorough report to the
the future.
conclusion that it would be unconstitutional for the General
[See related article on page 3, and editorial on page
Assembly to assume original jurisdictional of this matter
13.Ed.]
under BCO 34-1 for TVP had not refused to act. The
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Two Other Concurring Opinions in John Wood Matter

Besides the concurring opinion offered by
six members of the Standing Judicial Commission
which alleged that the General Assembly acted
unconstitutionally in its handling of the John
Wood matter, two other concurring opinions were
also filed.
Ruling Elder Robert H. Miller begins his
concurring opinion by saying that there is
insufficient evidence to warrant process against
TE [Teaching Elder] John Wood in this matter.
This having been said, however, there are two
areas where the writer wished to differ from the
majority opinion as to the implications of the
investigation.
Mr. Miller writes that the investigating panel
used more precise language than did the full
SJC in saying that Dr. Linda Eures speaking at
the evening worship services at Cedar Springs
Presbyterian Church constituted an offense.
That an offense did occur should be made clear.
What is not clear from the evidence is that this
offense should be charged to TE Wood. On this
basis, the writer agrees with majority that process
should not be instituted against TE Wood.
Secondly, Mr. Miller contends that the SJC
ruling leaves much unsaid with respect to TE
Woods view, which essentially defines the word
preaching so that it becomes impossible for
this exclusion to apply to any woman in the PCA.
Mr. Miller explains: In his sermon of July 2,
2000, TE Wood stated that a woman can stand in
the pulpit on a Sunday morning and read the
very same text and say the very same words in
the very same setting as a man, and there is no
conflict with 1 Timothy 2:12. Nor, by his
reasoning, would it conflict with WLC Question
and Answer 158. This is because he defines
preaching as teaching with authority which is
enforced by the discipline of the church. Since
a woman cannot be ordained, she cannot have
this authority, and therefore cannot be preaching,
no matter what she says from the pulpit.
According to this sermon, if a woman
speaks Gods truth from the pulpit, it is selfattesting, to be heard, believed and obeyed and
God will hold us accountable for it, but this church
will not. If a teaching elder teaches something
(Gods truth, presumably) and a church member
does not believe and obey, he can be disciplined.
This position seriously distorts our standards
for discipline in two ways. First, the authority
which is enforced by the discipline of the church
does not reside in the Teaching Elder, as his
definition of preaching implies. It resides in the
Session. Second, if a church member refuses to
obey Gods truth, as we find it in Scripture, he can
be disciplined for it, whether it was taught by the
Teaching Elder or a Sunday School teacher or
anyone else. BCO 29-1 is perfectly clear on this
point: An offense, the proper object of judicial
process, is anything in the doctrines or practice
of a Church member professing faith in Christ

which is contrary to the Word of God.
Furthermore, the average layman, upon
hearing a sermon(?) delivered by a non-ordained
woman, is going to hear the message from the
pulpit and accept it as authoritative. To this typical
layman, the definition of preaching can be taken
from Webster: The act or practice of discoursing
on a religious subject, hence, a sermon. The fact
that a message is being delivered from the pulpit
lends an authority to the average hearer.
Finally, WCF XXI.5 speaks of sound
preaching as a part of religious worship. If a
message brought by an unordained person is
not preaching, but is some other thing, does this
not violate this portion of our Confession?
The very fact that TE Wood preached on
this subject, presenting his views, demonstrates
his willingness to teach publicly on this subject.
Yet this is not a matter for process, since he has
not been instructed by his Presbytery not to do
so. However, it does underscore the importance
of broaching the subject and instructing his
Presbytery to so instruct him, which the majority
opinion does not do.
Another ruling elder, Howie Dunahoe,
authored a similar, though lengthier, concurring
opinion. He expressed concern with a statement
in the SJC final report, viz., that judicial process
should not be instituted because there is no
clear evidence that [John Woods] views are
outside the bounds of our Standards. Mr.
Dunahoe wrote that that statement could result
in some confusion and should be clearer. If it
simply means the ministers views are not contrary
to any fundamental of the system of doctrine
set forth in the Standards (BCO 21-5, vow 2) or
that his views do not strike at the vitals of religion
and are industriously spread, (BCO 34-5), then it
is clear and reasonable why judicial process
should not be instituted.
However, if the statement means that the
views are in accord with our Standards, then that
conclusion is too generous a characterization.
Furthermore, if the views are not outside the
bounds of our Standards, then he should not be
restricted from promoting those views.
Mr. Dunahoe also made reference to Mr.
Woods views as expressed in his July 2, 2000,
sermon. The SJC member observed: While the
SJC unanimously concluded that what the
woman said on those two Sunday evenings
crossed the line, there is nothing in the record
or the sermon indicating the minister shares that
conclusion. It is reasonable to conclude his view
permits what the woman said on those two
Sunday evenings. However, if a line was crossed,
it is presumably a line drawn by our Standards.
Thus, if the view in question does not draw that
same line, how can one conclude the view is
within the bounds of our Standards on this
subject? If a certain view agrees with our
Standards then presumably the practice of that
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view would not cross the line.
The SJC reports the minister stated he
holds to a view that excludes women from
preaching (authoritative teaching). However,
the view defines authoritative teaching as that
which is only done by elders. Therefore, it is not
even possible, by that definition, to ever consider
a woman to be preaching/authoritatively
teachingregardless of what, where, when, and
how she speaks.
The SJC also concluded that the minister
is not promoting women preaching the
authoritative word of God in worship services.
The minister has certainly not promoted or
agitated for any particular view. The SJC rightly
concludes that neither the minister nor his church
has trumpeted this issue. However, by the
reasoning in the sermon . . ., a woman is apparently
permitted to take a sermon manuscript from a
minister who preached in one churchs worship
service and deliver it verbatim in another churchs
worship service. Or, apparently, a minister could
preach in the first service and a woman could
deliver his manuscript verbatim in the second
service, in the same church. The message
delivered in the first church/service would be
backed by the discipline of the church, but the
message in the second church/service would
not have that same authority. We are told that
while the minister would be preaching, she should
not be considered to be preaching because she
is not ordained. That seems outside the bounds
of Larger Catechism 158:
The Word of God is to be preached only by
such as are sufficiently gifted, and also duly
approved and called to that office.
However, the view in question seems to interpret
LC 158 as if it meant the Word of God cannot
possibly be preached by any other than such as
are sufficiently gifted, and also duly approved
and called to that office. But LC 158 is not a
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declarative statement. It is an imperative one. It
does not say the Word of God is preached only
by such. Rather, it says the Word of God is to be
preached only by such. The primary emphasis is
on the restriction, not on the verb.
In conclusion, the SJC properly judged that
no indictment was warranted. The minister does
not appear culpable for the details of the
occurrences in August 1998, his regular practice
has complied with PCA policy, and he has not
agitated for anything contrary. Frankly, given
the views expressed in his July 2 sermon, he has
been commendably restrained. . . .
Mr. Dunahoe further explained that John
Wood should not be indicted for these views.
An indictment would only be warranted if the
PCA judged such views as violating a
fundamental of the system of doctrine set forth
in the Standards or as striking at the vitals of
religion and industriously spread. The SJC has
not judged thusly.
Mr. Dunahoe then appealed to a distinction
between joint and several powers. He quoted
Dr. T. David Gordon, a PCA teaching elder at
Grove City (Pa.) College, who wrote that there is
always a potential distinction between what the
church says corporately, assembled to settle
issues of faith and life, and what an individual
office of the church says individually, speaking
from his own conscience with the light given
him.
The concurring opinion concluded by
saying that the unanimous SJC opinion should
not be interpreted as the PCA broadening its
view in this area, nor should it be interpreted as
the PCA restricting a minister from holding a
different view in conscience.
Mr. Miller serves as Clerk of Session at
Harvestwood Covenant Presbyterian Church,
Floyd, Virginia. Mr. Dunahoe is Clerk of Session
at Christ Covenant Presbyterian Church,
Matthews, North Carolina.

All Nations Presbyterian Church of Oakland,
California, a mission church under the direction
of the Rev. Lewis Ruff, attracts the attention of a
major newspaper.
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News from NAPARC

The annual meeting of the North American
Presbyterian and Reformed Council has
postponed a motion from the PCA which sought
the expulsion of the Christian Reformed Church
from that body. NAPARC also explored the
possibility of ecclesiastical union among its
member denominations.
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Controversy

In distinction from the in thesi position of the
2000 General Assembly, Mississippi Valley
Presbytery has declared that the Confessional
phrase in the space of six days means six
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argued for women to occupy ecclesiastical
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Churchmen React to
Concurring Opinion

From members of the Bills &
Overtures (B&O) Committee, P&R News
elicited responses to the concurring opinion
by six members of the Standing Judicial
Commission (SJC). Printed below are the
responses received by press deadline,
including from the B&O Chairman, Dan
Carrell.

In accusing the 28th General Assembly
of emotionalism in its handling of the John
Wood case, and in deploring the alleged
incitement of the Assembly by unnamed
individuals, the concurring opinion of six
members of the Standing Judicial Commission
exhibits its own form of emotionalism.
Disappointed that the General Assembly
rejected the advice of its Committee on
Constitutional Business (apparently for the
first time in PCA history), the concurring
members accuse the Assembly of having
ignored this advice and rushed to a decision,
one they insist was unconstitutional. Nothing
could be further from the truth. They are
wrong on all points.
Neither the Committee of Commissioners
on Bills and Overtures nor the General
Assembly rushed or ignored. The B&O
Committee gave close and careful attention to
the CCBs advice. Indeed, RE Jay Neikirk, the
B&O secretary, is a member of the CCB. Jay,
TE Thomas Eddy (who served as the B&O
assistant secretary), and I attended the
lengthy CCB meeting during the afternoon of
June 22, and Thomas and I were allowed to
address the Committee, a courtesy that we
appreciated. We have the highest regard for
the members of that committee and their work,
but on this occasion we respectfully
disagreed with their conclusions, as did a
substantial majority of the members of our
B&O Committee. Are our concurring brothers
suggesting that because CCBs advice had
been consistently followed for 27 years, it
necessarily was to be followed without
exception for the next 27?
Our concurring brothers imply that if only
the B&O had before it the full set of
undisputed facts, and had acted more
deliberately and less emotionally, we would
have reached a different recommendation to
the Assembly. Those facts were available
to us, we are told, if we had made proper
inquiry. For those facts, the concurrence
relies on a statement provided the SJC
investigative panel by RE Mark Wilson, 1999
Moderator of the Tennessee Valley
Presbytery (TVP), a copy of which is appended
to the concurring opinion. His statement,
however, lends further support to the wisdom
of the Assemblys approval of the B&O
recommendation.
BCO 34-1 requires the Assembly to
assume original jurisdiction over a matter if
the presbytery refuses to act. As TE David

Coffin and others made clear on the floor of
the Assembly, act in this context has to
mean more than any act whatsoever.
Otherwise, the Assembly could never assume
original jurisdiction, for a presbytery will
always act in some manner in a case of public
scandal.
Moreover, consider the actions that RE
Wilson lists in his statement:
1. His discussions with several members of
the Session of TE Woods church, Cedar
Springs Presbyterian (CSPC);
2. TVPs decision, at its spring meeting in
1999, to discuss informally at its summer
meeting the event that gave rise to the
controversy at CSPCthe appearance of a
woman as the main speaker at two Sunday
evening services in August 1998;
3. The informal discussion at the summer
meeting;
4. The meeting between TE Wood and the
TVP stated clerk and two TVP TEs (who
apparently met with TE Wood on their own
account); and
5. TVP Overtures regarding the event and
the general subject of women preaching.
In not one of these actions did TVP
express its position on whether a woman had
actually preached during the Sunday evenings
in August. Moreover, the actions focus on
the CSPC Session, not on Pastor Wood. Of
primary concern to the petitioning
presbyteries, however, was not the intention
of the CSPC Session, or even the triggering
event, but the actual views of TE Wood on
the subject in question. These views are never
mentioned in RE Wilsons statement. Thus,
how could TVP be said to have acted in any
way relevant?
Parenthetically, I should point out that
the B&O membership included a TE from TVP.
From him and other sources, we had before
us much of the information in the statement.
But, similar to the statement, we had a dearth
of information on the views of Pastor Wood.
Moreover, if TE Wilson, or others from TVP,
were so convinced that TVP had acted in a
manner sufficient under BCO 34-1, why did
not one of them seek to address the B&O at
one of our numerous meetings during that
very busy week in Tampa?
The concurring opinion also overlooks a
fundamental pointthe context of BCO 34-1.
This section begins as follows: Process
against a minister shall be entered before the
Presbytery of which he is a member. The
provision then reveals a possible procedure
if the Presbytery refuses to act in doctrinal
cases or cases of public scandal. What, then,
is the referent for refuses to act? It must be
the entry of process. TVP having declined to
initiate process, the General Assembly was
obligated to assume jurisdiction at least to
investigate the controversy.
Continued on page 15

Cedar Springs Contemplates Leaving PCA
The Session of the fourth largest congregation of the Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA) has urged the church to withdraw and to join the Evangelical Presbyterian Church
(EPC). A December 11, 2000, letter from Senior Pastor John Wood states that the PCA has
moved, in the last decade, in a more scholastically reformed direction that the congregation
has ever been in its 200 year history. We have been, and are to this day, first and foremost
an evangelical congregation, with a passion for world evangelization in concert with a
broad spectrum of other evangelical churches and ministries. Our somewhat broader
views of worship and ministry have brought us increasingly into conflict with the
denomination, and have caused pain and served as a distraction both to Cedar Springs
and to the PCA. This conflict has, in fact, made it extremely difficult for us to staff the
pastoral positions for our congregation to move forward.
The letter proclaims: We recommend that Cedar Springs leave the PCA with no rancor or
bitterness, but rather with a real affection and hope for Gods richest blessings for the PCA. The
document also suggests a desire by the Session to continue funding various PCA ministries.
The letter indicates that informational meetings are being scheduled to allow the members of the
congregation to ask any questions they desire regarding the proposed withdrawal.
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A Utah Update

and all of Utahareas which were out of
bounds of any presbytery. As long as territory
remains out of bounds, any PCA presbytery
or church may plant churches there. As soon
as a territory is annexed by a presbytery, then
only that court or congregations thereof have
ecclesiastical constitutional authority to
organize new churches there. The move by
Northern California was viewed by many in
the denomination as an attempt to keep out
Central Georgia or any other presbytery from
planting churches in Utah. Accordingly,
Central Georgia, supported by Grace
Presbytery, sent in another overture,
attempting to block Northern Californias
annexation.
The 1998 Assembly denied the Northern
California overture, and referred the matter of
presbytery boundaries to the Inter-Presbytery
Committee comprised of representatives from
six presbyteries in the
West. That Assembly
also answered the
Central Georgia and
Grace overtures with
regard to worship
practices in the
negative, based upon
assurances from MNA
personnel that they
will give such
guidance to our church
planters as is essential
to ensure that they
conduct worship in a
biblical manner. The
MNA statement went
on to say: At the same
time, we pray that our
brothers will not put
Once considered the crown jewel of PCA efforts to evangelize upon MNA a task that
Salt Lake City, New Song-Salt Lake has fallen on hard times the the Assembly itself
past couple of years. A caretaker pastor, the Rev. Pat McDaniel, has been unable to
performed heroically for more than a year as an interim pastor. He perform, namely, the
task of eliminating
is now a church planter called to the Sacramento area.
Recently, the Rev. Sam Wheatley has come from confusion and conflict
ChristChurch, Atlanta, and North Georgia Presbytery to be the as to what biblical
Pastor of the church. Indications are that Mr. Wheatley has been worship is or is not.
In the meantime,
intent on moving the fledgling group in a more traditional
Mr.
Wallace was
direction. The vision is that of being a Reformed congregation
preparing
to move to
which reaches out to the culture.
the
field.
Because of
Pictured above is the property which New Song-Salt Lake
the
uncertainty
with
purchased in the downtown area of the state capital. As seen here,
regard
to
the
the property is now for sale.
ecclesiastical-political
New Song-Salt Lake met for several years in a downtown
theater, while it awaited the opportunity to turn its property into a situation, and his
suitable meeting place. The congregation has recently moved from inability to know
the theater to the education building at First Christian Reformed whether or not he
would be placed within
Church, Salt Lake City.
the bounds of what
might be construed as
a hostile presbytery, he
have in any way encouraged the type of decided to transfer to the Orthodox
worship displayed at New Song Salt Lake, Presbyterian Church (OPC), with the blessing
or who have encouraged making or affirming of Central Georgia Presbytery.
His efforts have paid off. On October 29
the legitimacy of such a test for service, or
who, knowing what was going on, acquiesced of this year, Christ Presbyterian Church of Salt
in it by failing to bring such to the attention of Lake City was organized as a particular OPC
congregation.
the church-at-large.
Below is a recent interview with Jason.
Caught up in the middle of the
controversy was Jason Wallace, a young man
who was ordained in March 1998 by Central Editor: Jason, your views on worship were
Georgia Presbytery to plant a church in Provo, questioned by members of Mission to North
Utah. Before moving onto the field, Mr. America. What are your views?
Wallace became aware of some
correspondence from a Mission to North Mr. Wallace: I believe worship is to be simple
America employee which indicated and reverent. It is something we offer to God,
opposition to Mr. Wallaces pursuit of that not something we do to promote a subjective
call. That MNA staffer expressed the opinion experience. An experience will often follow,
that Mr. Wallaces views on worship were but it should never be sought as an end unto
unacceptable and that Mr. Wallace should be itself. We use the old Psalter Hymnal of the
kept in check until he was willing to accept Christian Reformed Church and sing about
60/40 psalms to hymns. Our accompaniment
the legitimacy of contemporary worship.
At about the same time as this email is a piano. My preaching is expository, and
correspondence was being circulated, we have been working our way through
Northern California Presbytery overtured the Matthew for over two years. We use the Gloria
General Assembly to annex most of Nevada Patri, Lords Prayer, and Nicene Creed each
Two years ago, P&R News detailed some
of the controversy regarding New Song-Salt
Lake, a mission church of the Presbyterian
Church in America (PCA) in Utahs capital
city. The use of alternative rock music,
including a song called Jesus Freak, and
the utilization of Beavis and Butthead
cartoons on the churchs website attracted
the attention of at least two PCA presbyteries,
Central Georgia and Grace (in south
Mississippi), which overtured the 1998
General Assembly to investigate whether or
not such practices have been promoted as a
regular part of the worship of PCA Missions
in Utah and whether or not acceptance of
such practices has become, whether implicitly
or explicitly, a requirement for service in the
western region of our denomination; and to
remove from employment any MNA
[Mission to North America] personnel who
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week.

Editor: Do you have any ideas as to what was
controversial in your views?
Mr. Wallace: When asked by my presbytery,
the MNA Coordinator cited a letter to the
editor I wrote. As far as I know, it was my only
public statement on worship. I said advocates
of dance and drama needed to bring the issue
to the General Assembly and debate its biblical
merits before interpreting the Westminster
Standards as no one had for 350 years.
Editor: How has the church plant gone?
Mr. Wallace: The Lord has blessed
tremendously. We tried to pick up the pieces
of a PCA church plant that had not been
approved by Northern California Presbytery,
but most of the people had scattered before
we got here. We now only have three adult
members and two children of that original
group. From that core, we have grown to
attendance regularly being in the mid-60s.
Sunday before last, we had 75. Weve seen
tremendous growth in individuals and two
professions of faith out of Mormonism.
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Planting had said, Your preaching is poor;
youll never be winsome enough to plant a
church. The same sermonette was well
received by the OPC assessment. Ive received
letters from all over the country of people
praying for us, and I never ceased to be amazed
at the people who plan their vacations to be
near an OPC church on a Sunday.
Editor: What do you hope to see in the future?
Mr. Wallace: We seem to be making greater
inroads into the Mormon community. Were
seeing a number of Mormon teenagers visiting
regularly, and I hope to see more of that. Were
also beginning to have a lot more visibility in
the community. We hope to see more
evangelicals who are looking for the things
we offer.
We have hopes of our own building
somewhere down the road, but real estate is
terribly expensive here. The biggest desire is
to see more church plants in the state. We are
the only traditional Reformed church in the
state, and we have people driving an hour
each way to church. I believe evangelism has
to be church-based, and we desperately need
more strong churches here.

Editor: Are many of your people from
Reformed church backgrounds?

Editor: Do you have any needs from our
readers?

Mr. Wallace: No, we have one former-PCA
member, one former-OPC family, one formerRCUS family, and one former-CRC member in
the congregation. Most of our folks, if they
had a church background, are former
Charismatics. Our largest single background
is The Vineyard.

Mr. Wallace: The biggest need is prayer. We
try to faithfully proclaim Gods Word, but
revival only comes through Him opening the
persons heart. One of our members who
professed faith one and a half years ago said,
I ran from God in every way I could. All I can
say is He caught me. Please pray He will
continue to bless.

Editor: Is the congregation mostly transplants
from outside Utah?
Mr. Wallace: Its mixed. About one-third of
our congregation are former Mormons. Some
are descended from the first pioneers, and
some are transplants. Among the transplants,
we have white South Africans, a lady from
Haiti, a lady from Vietnam, a Hispanic family,
New Englanders, Californians, and Im from
Georgia. At different times weve also had
Sudanese refugees and a black man from
Darien, Georgia, who it turned out knew my
father 50 years ago.

Editors note: Since this interview, Mr. Wallace
reports that Christ Presbyterian Church has
had 85 in attendance, and that 75 now appears
to be the average.

Editor: How was your reception in the OPC?
Mr. Wallace: I could not have asked for more.
I was only looking for a port in the storm, but
they quickly put me through their assessment
process and jumped on board financially. At
the PCA assessment, the Director of Church

Christ Presbyterian Church,
Salt Lake City

PCANEWS.COM, the official denominational web magazine for the Presbyterian Church
in America, recently reported on a new PCA mission church in Utah. Called Hidden Valley
Presbyterian Church, the new work is being planted by the Rev. Lee Mashburn in the Salt
Lake City suburb of Draper.
According to the story, which appeared on November 28, 2000, the opening worship
service for Hidden Valley on November 12th had over 100 in attendance. Indications are
that, subsequent to that story, the attendance had evened out in the sixties. The Hidden
Valley mission has been granted worship and office spacefree of charge for two years
in a building owned by the Episcopal Church.
In 1998, Northern California Presbytery, in support of its overture to annex all of Utah
and most of Nevada, sent a communication to the General Assembly. That communication
stated that the one organized congregation and the two mission churches in the Beehive
State boasted 360 people in average worship attendance and [are] growing. The statistics
for 1998 show that Park City (Utah) Presbyterian Church claimed 90 average attendance,
New Song-Salt Lake claimed 80, with no figures reported for Grace Presbyterian Church,
Layton; the official total for 1998 therefore was 170, in contrast to the 360 stated in the
Northern California communication.
The 2000 denominational Yearbook, which contains statistics for 1999, shows that the
combined average worship attendance for those three churches was 220. Park City claimed
75 average attendance, New Song-Salt Lake claimed 80, and Grace Church in Layton claimed
65. In a story on PCANEWS.COM (December 6, 2000), the Pastor for New Song-Salt Lake
reports that attendance is running about 65, with new visitors starting to attend.
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PCA Mission Church Featured
in Major San Francisco Newspaper

Other than the Art Deco theater itself,
Ruff is the biggest draw to All Nations
services.
The 50-year-old, who bears a strong
resemblance to actor Brian Dennehy, takes a
God-gives-you-lemons-make-lemonade
approach to his churchs location.
Standing at a
podium, Ruff uses
every inch of the
Grand
Lakes
enormous screen,
pointing to visual
aids as though he
were a computer
company executive
addressing a room
full of stockholders.
He is frequently
animated
and
always topical. His
Oct. 8 sermon
included vignettes
about sports (a tale
about his love for
the misbegotten
The theatres interior manifests the splendor of a bygone era. Phillies), history
(the kidnapping of
the West, including for his All Nations Adolph Coors III) and two tragedies covered
Presbyterian Church. A recent story in in the local newspapers.
The congregation welcomes all
PCANEWS.COM highlighted efforts by the
denominational Mission to North America denominations. There were about 60 members
(MNA) Committee to plant more churches in in church on one recent Sunday, filling up
less than one-tenth of the theaters seats. But
the Western U. S.
in six months, Ruff says, the congregation
Now playing: Get a ticket for this church
worship service
October 21, 2000
By Peter Hartlaub
San Francisco Examiner
OAKLAND, Calif.  It would be easy enough
to throw stones at the All Nations Presbyterian
Church.
Currently the word EXORCIST is
emblazoned across the front of the house of
worship in huge red letters overshadowing a
windblown sign that announces 9 a.m.
Sunday services.
But step inside, and you may reconsider:
Plush seats instead of wooden benches. Cup
holders instead of pews. Song lyrics projected
on a wall karaoke style. And, if the need ever
presents itself, the word of the Lord can be
heard in Dolby Digital surround sound.
All Nations pastor Lewis Ruff discovered
last year that high rents in the San Francisco
Bay area force other new churches to rent
school auditoriums, empty warehouses or
share churches with other ministries.
So he prayed to God.
And God gave him the Grand Lake
Theatre.
The Grand Lake Theatre, built in 1926,
Ruff and the theaters owner have been
was restored after suffering extensive
thrilled with the deal from the beginning. And
damage in the 1989 earthquake.
those who enter with doubt in their hearts
(possibly after seeing an enormous cardboard has more than doubled in size, drawing a mix
display for the next Blair Witch movie in the of young adults from the area.
Which has been Ruffs goal.
lobby) are quickly converted.
Ive never had as much fun as Ive had
Carl and Bobby Christopher, both 60,
learned about their sons choice for a church in this church, said Ruff, who has four
as they were sitting down to a Saturday night children ages 19 to 25. Were trying a lot of
Grand Lake showing of Remember the Titans. new things and meeting the needs of the
He said, Tomorrow were going to young people who live here.
A lot of those people are in college or
church here, said Bobby Christopher, who
had flown up from Los Angeles for the settling into their first postgraduate jobs.
Several describe Ruff as more of a good friend
weekend. It was quite a surprise.
The Christophers walked out of Sunday or mentor than a stiff authority figure.
Hes just like a regular cat, you know,
service giving two thumbs up to Ruff and the
theater, saying, It really felt like church, I said 25-year-old Kahlil Crawford. He has a
loved the ceremony and The seats were heart for this generation of folks.
If theres a second name that deserves to
comfortable. Not like the benches in the
be on the marquee Sunday mornings, its music
church.
On October 21, 2000, the San Francisco
Examiner carried an article about a PCA
mission church. Written by Peter Hartlaub,
the piece highlights the ministry of the Rev.
Lewis Ruff. It is reprinted by kind permission.
Mr. Ruff has helped to raise hundreds of
thousands of dollars for church planting in

Photos by Tom Paiva. Used by permission.
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director Nate Mullen and the All Nations band.
A group diverse in race, gender, age and
musical tastes, the end result is Fleetwood
Mac meets The Temptations, blending rock,
gospel, jazz and folk styles.
Mullen said his first thought about the
theater was How do I fill it with sound? The
answer seems to be a lot of musicians and big
speakers, which amplify the songs into the
streets along Lake Merritt.
The All Nations saxophone player is in
his 40s, wearing shades indoors and a black
leather jacket. The drummer is female and the
bass player is barely out of high school.
Mullen plays keyboards and shares singing
duties with three others.
Somehow it all works, bringing the sparse
crowd out of its comfortable seats and onto
its feet.
We leave the side doors open, Ruff
said. People are always coming in.
Mullen and Ruff interact as though
theyve been working together for decades,
while in reality they met last year on the
Internet at WorshipLeader.com.
Mullen hauls in his own sound
equipment each Sunday because he doesnt
want to risk damaging the theaters surround
sound, although Ruff thinks theyll someday
use the 1920s Wurlitzer organ the Grand Lake
has for weekend shows.
Ruff has started churches from the
ground up before. His most recent effort began
in 1988, in San Ramon, Calif.
Filled with baby boomers, that church
eventually grew to 350 members. After the
congregation purchased its own property, Ruff
and his wife Cornelia felt they were ready to
move on to a new challenge.
Ruff said the easy thing would have been
to go up into the Oakland hills and start a new
church there. But he felt the changing Lake
Merritt neighborhood had stronger religious
needs.
This location is the center of a diverse
group of people in every direction, Ruff said,
taking a moment to talk in front of the Grand
Lake. I prayed about it and I (became)
convinced we should be in this theater.
He agreed to lease the Grand Lake on a
week-to-week basis, raising money outside
the church to make it happen.
Grand Lake owner Allen Michaan, who
already turned a balcony into an extra theater
to survive competition with the multiplexes,
was happy for the business.
For us, the added income was really very
welcome, said Michaan, who has also rented

out the theater for graduations, weddings,
fund-raisers and seminars.
It makes sense, Michaan said. Its a
large public assembly space and a very
beautiful one.
Congregation members said the only big
drawback has been no onsite facilities for child
care. Childrens classes, meetings and band
practice are held in Ruffs home, about three
blocks away.
Parents really want their children at the
site, Ruff said. I think were going to be
able to work it out.
Longtime congregation members call the
Grand Lake their church and dont talk
about the movies playing there unless it is
brought up by an outsider.
Indeed, there are no ticket takers, the
candy counter is closed, and  perhaps by
some divine intervention  the theater floors
arent the least bit sticky during Sunday
services.
But the Grand Lake is still a mainstream
theater 6 1/2 days per week, and its not limited
to G-rated Muppet movies and Frank Capra
revivals.
The Exorcist was in the main theater on
Oct. 1, playing on the same screen where Ruff
presented biblical material hours earlier.
That re-release has since moved to a
smaller room in the four-screen theater, but
ads for coming attractions show several other
blasphemy-filled epics on the way.
The sequel to The Blair Witch Project is
set for release on Oct. 27. And theres a
billboard in the lobby for Bedazzled, starring
a scantily clad Elizabeth Hurley as Satan.
A movie buff himself, Ruff refuses to be
a holy roller. Hes already seen X-Men,
Chicken Run, Gladiator and a few others at
the Grand Lake, and seems genuinely in love
with both the movie palace and the people
who attend.
I like the atmosphere here when people
are watching movies, Ruff said. People
arent afraid to get up and say something
publicly. Ive never seen such a vocal group.
Not that the word of the Lord is ever left
on the cutting room floor.
Siouxzie Ruff, the pastors 25-year-old
daughter, said the beauty of the Grand Lake
only complements the beauty of the services.
An artist herself, she appreciates the synergy
in the old theater.
Culture and God are supposed to be
engaged, she said. I think this is exactly
where were supposed to be, Exorcist and
all.
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NAPARC Postpones
PCA Motion
to Expel CRC
by Michael DiPeppino
Los Angeles, California (November 15,
2000)The 26th meeting of NAPARC concluded
upon what some might consider an ironic note
for a gathering dedicated to ecumenical unity.
The Presbyterian Church in America delegation
delivered a motion from its general assembly to
NAPARC. The motion called for expelling the
Christian Reformed Church in North America
from NAPARC membership. The CRCs
acceptance of women to pastoral office and the
denominations delay to the year 2005 to
reconsider the matter motivated the PCAs action.
The motion eventually failed and a substitute
motion was adopted to delay the vote until next
years meeting in Philadelphia. The new motion
provides time for further discussion and
establishing grounds for the original motion. The
substitute motion was passed unanimously.
Once the PCA motion was read to the
delegates, the CRC delegation promptly pointed
out that the PCA gave no grounds as to why the
ordination of women would justify the CRC being
removed from NAPARC. A question from the
floor asked if the grounds for suspending the
CRC for the last several years provide the
grounds to expel them. The minutes from the
meeting when the CRC was suspended were not
available at the meeting. Besides, it was argued,
the PCA motion indicating the CRCs delay to
2005 for reconsidering the ordination issue creates
aditional grounds from what was included in the
original motion to suspend.
CRC minister Reverend Peter Brouwer
argued that adherence to the Reformed creeds
listed in NAPARCs constitution was the
condition of membership to NAPARC. Mr.
Brouwer noted that none of the acceptable creeds
for NAPARC churches forbids womens
ordination to pastor or elder.
Anticipating the objection that the Belgic
Confession of Faith Article XXX precludes
female presbyters, Mr. Brouwer challenged the
English rendering of the Latin persona in the
Belgic Confession. The Confession states that
By these means every thing will be carried on in
the Church with good order and decency, when
faithful men are chosen . . . [emphasis added].
The CRC delegate contended that
persona being rendered faithful men is
inaccurate, and that persona is a more generic
term not specifying male or female. [Persona is
the Latin translation of the original French
personnages.Authors note]
Mr. Brouwer gave a second reason for the
delegates to reject the PCA motion. He called the
men to consider the local situation. A decision
to dismiss declares the denomination not a
good church at the denominational level,
according to Mr. Brouwer. Is this how we
should treat each other at a local level?, he asked.
His point is that if the CRC is declared unqualified
at the denominational level from fellowship with
other Reformed denominations, then
consistency would require local congregations
to view CRC congregations as not good
churches.
Examples of exchanging pulpits, ministers
baptizing their own grandchildren in other
Reformed churches, and other matters relating
to inter-church fellowshipping would be awkward
or even considered inappropriate.
Delegates from churches other than the
CRC sympathized with the anticipated
consequences at the local level. More than one
minister has family members communing in the
CRC. Despite the potential loss, the ministers
gave reasons why the CRC should be expelled.
Orthodox Presbyterian Church minister
Reverend G. I. Williamson offered the full text of
Article XXX of the Belgic Confession: By these
means every thing will be carried on the in the
Church with good order and decency, when
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faithful men are chosen according to the rule
prescribed by St. Paul to Timothy[emphasis
added]. Mr. Williamson argued that the
Confession qualifies its statement by deferring
to the Holy Scriptures for the qualifications for
those who may hold pastoral office. Therefore,
the PCA motion is consistent with NAPARCs
constitutional qualifications for member
churches, according to the OPC veteran
churchman.
Added to Mr. Williamsons comments was
the argument that since worship is the center of
the Churchs life, and proclamation is central to
worship, the matter of whether women are
qualified by God to preach is more than a
peripheral matter. It is not a matter of liberty within
confessional bounds upon which other
disagreements are tolerated by Reformed brethren
in the same denomination.
Mr. Williamson noted that Pauls reasons in
1 Timothy 2 for forbidding women to preach or
exercise authority over men extends back
transculturally to Creation and the Fall. He called
these conditions two enourmously significant
events in Biblical history, impacting essential
theological understanding.
The CRC delegation responded that they
were not dismissive of Pauls apostolic authority,
but instead urged the member churches to
reconsider the extensive exegetical material
dedicated to defending and developing the
CRCs conclusion to ordain females before calling
the CRC unfaithful.
Korean American Presbyterian Church
spokesman Reverend Brian Lee offered more
grounds for the PCA motion other than the
charge of creedal unfaithfulness. Mr. Lee noted
NAPARCs constitutionally stated purpose to
facilitate member churches counseling and
advising each other. He believes that the counsel
and advice is more than symbolic, but
authoritative when backed by member resolution.
The reply came that counsel and advice are not
the basis for acceptance into NAPARC and
therefore cannot serve as a basis for dismissal.
How the vote will turn out in 2001 is
unknown, but member church delegates are
resolved in sending a message about creedal
conformity if creeds are to provide a secondary,
but necessary, authority in governing doctrine
and life in denominations. The deliberation was
a testament to a principled view of ecumenism
that rejects formal unity at any cost and yet
displays a willingness to reason as men rather
than impulsively react to disagreement.
The CRC delegates stated their earnest
desire to remain in NAPARC for both the blessing
it receives from and hopefully gives to member
denominations.
Mr. DiPeppino is a ruling elder in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church and a candidate
for the gospel ministry. He lives in Santa Ana,
California.

NAPARC Churches
Report on Their
Diversity with a View
toward Unity
Los Angeles (November 15, 2000)
Arguably one of the most fascinating aspects of
this years NAPARC meeting had to do with the
diversity that exists among the participating
churches. Part of the second day of the
conference was spent listening to each
representative church describe their distinctive
characteristics and answering questions from
their fellow-delegates regarding those distinctive
traits.
Associate Reformed Presbyterian
The Associated Reformed Presbyterian
Church (ARP) was founded in Philadelphia in
1782. It was a combination of the American
portions of two Scottish Presbyteries that had

previously left the Church of Scotland. The
Associate Presbytery began in 1733 and the
Reformed Presbytery in 1743. In the twentieth
century, the ARP has generally held firm to
conservative Reformed theology, although it was
influencedimplicitlyby neo-orthodoxy in the
late 1960s. In the last quarter of the twentieth
century, the ARP has consciously rejected neoorthodoxy and reaffirmed its commitment to
Gods Word and conservative Reformed
theology.
The ARP likes to speak of its sensibility
as one of its distinctive marks. What that means
was explained in this way. The ARP has not
changed by merger or division for nearly two
centuries. It has neither left a denomination that
was losing its theological moorings, nor has it
been left as a faithful remnant when such a
group departed from it to form a new
denomination. Because of this, the ARP has the
expectation to work out its internal differences
while remaining together. It was explained that
this makes the tone of ARP debate more irenic as
it strives to maintain unity in the essentials, liberty
in the non-essentials, and charity in all things.
In one self-descriptive pamphlet, the ARP
describes its ethos as a family. This is due, in part,
to a strong family orientation in the ARP. This
orientation is reflected in its synodical meetings.
The yearly meetings held at Bonclarken, the
synodical conference grounds in Flat Rock,
North Carolina, allow for family activities. Time is
set aside not only for business and committee
meetings but also for worship, teaching, and
prayer as well. Bonclarken serves as a place of
union and ministry for the ARP. This family
unity does not flow from an institution, but from
the ARPs common commitment to the Lord
Jesus and the precious Reformed faith found in
Scripture. This family sensibility has some
implications for the ARPs communication,
cooperation, and discussions. The irenic tone of
the debates should not be mistaken for
indifference. The ARP takes the fundamental
doctrines of the faith seriously, but views
prolonged, verbal fights regarding non-essentials
as counter-productive. The positive attitude of
the ARP toward change and growth may cause
it to view situations in a way that differs from
those who are suspicious of change. The ARP
made this interesting statement to NAPARC:
Because our sense of family is an important
part of our self-understanding, discussions of
organic union with another denomination will
have to consider how merger would affect this
(family) sensibility. Our practice of spending
significant Synod time in worship is important.
Our irenic tone in meetings is dear to us. It is
important that we, who are part of the family of
God, conduct ourselves as Gods family.
Another interesting note is an historical
development in the ARPs history. It is, therefore,
noteworthy that the ARP Confession primarily
differs from the other NAPARC Presbyterians in
its different wording of the magistrate issue, the
two additional chapters, the note concerning
chapter 3 of the Confession, and a note
concerning psalmody. As was mentioned above,
the ARP was founded in 1782. In 1799 it modified
the civil magistrate statements of the original
1647 Westminster Confession of Faith. This
version remained unchanged until several
additions (chapters on the Holy Spirit and on the
gospel) and modifications (explanatory notes)
were made in 1959. In 1976, Westminster
Confession of Faith 25-6 was amended to delete
statements referring to the Roman Catholic pope.
In 1984, 24-3 was amended to delete the word,
papists from the list of those that one could
marry. Of interest is the ARPs notes. The
current ARP version of the Confession has
eleven notes that were added in 1959. A
question that has (irenically) arisen in the ARP is
the precise level of authority of the notes. Do
they have the same level of authority as the
Confession itself? The ARP is not clear at this
point. On the one hand, the notes are admitted to
have some level of authority. They do constitute
an authorized interpretation of the Confession.
On the other hand, they are notes regarding the
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Confession and do not constitute changes in
the Confession itself.
A classic example of how this functions in
the ARP church is found in note b on chapter
3 of the Confession. The point of the note is to
affirm the harmony between what the Confession
teaches in chapter 3 and Gods love to all mankind
as well as Christ being the propitiation for the
sins of the whole world. Concerning those
who are saved in Christ, the doctrine of Gods
eternal decree is held in harmony with the
doctrine of his love to all mankind, his gift of his
Son to be the propitiation for the sins of the
whole world, and his readiness to bestow his
saving grace on all who seek it. Concerning
those who perish, the doctrine of Gods eternal
decree is held in harmony with the doctrine
that God desires not the death of any sinner, but
has provided in Christ a salvation sufficient for
all, adapted to all, and freely offered in the gospel
to all; that men are fully responsible for their
treatment of Gods gracious offer; that his decree
hinders no man from accepting that offer; and
that no man is condemned except on the ground
of his sin. It was noted in the explanation that
many in the ARP would prefer to have this note
eliminated. Though not technically wrong, it
causes more problems than it solves. In another
sense, it is somewhat redundant since chapter
35 of the Confession covers many of the same
themes. It was proffered that this note is confusing
and goofy, the latter being a general
ecclesiastical judgment that seemed to make the
point well.
Christian Reformed Church
Next, the Christian Reformed Church in
North America presented its identifying or
distinguishing features. The CRCNA arose out
of the Dutch Calvinist movement of the
Secession (Dutch: Afscheiding) in 1834. The
CRCNA uses the Belgic Confession, the Canons
of Dort, and the Heidelberg Catechism as its
standards. In addition, it also subscribes to the
ancient creeds found in the Apostles, Nicene,
and Athanasian statements. In accordance with
its church order, the CRCNA prescribes the
regular practice of preaching from the questions
and answers of the Heidelberg Catechism during
one of the Sunday worship services. The church
polity of the CRCNA is guided by the church
order of the Synod of Dort (1618/1619) that
contains 86 articles divided into four main
sections: I. The Offices of the Church, II. The
Assemblies of the Church, III. The Task and
Activities of the Church, & IV. The Admonition
and Discipline of the Church.
The CRCNA has developed and promotes
various joint ministries under the authority of its
Synod. Currently, the following ministries are in
operation: the Back to God Hour (radio & TV),
CRC Publications (educational materials), CR
Home Missions (domestic missions in the US
and Canada), CR World Missions (international
missions to about 30 countries), CR World Relief
(relief and development in about 30 countries),
Calvin College, Calvin Theological Seminary, and
other service ministries that include abuse
prevention, disability concerns, race relations,
and social justice and world hunger, just to
mention a few.
A recent change in the CRCNA has to do
with its worship services. At one time, the
worship services in all Christian Reformed
churches were nearly identical. This is no longer
the case. There is now a variety of liturgies among
the Christian Reformed churches ranging from
the traditional to the contemporary. A liturgical
study completed and presented to the Synod of
1968 strongly influenced the practices of the CRC.
In 1997 a new study entitled Authentic Worship
in a Changing World was completed. It is difficult
to evaluate fully the impact of that study, but in
general it may be said that it has been helpful in
reducing some of the turmoil surrounding
worship practices in the early 90s.
The CRC has written many position
statements on various doctrinal and ethical
issues. Some of those studies include free
masonry and church membership, alcoholism,
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abortion, homosexuality, women in office, the
inspiration and authority of Scripture, children at
the Lords Supper, capital punishment, creation
and science, race relations, and marriage and
divorce. Those seeking the complete list of
position statements will find them on the web at
www.crcna.org.
Korean American Presbyterian Church
The Korean-American Presbyterian Church
(KAPC) was introduced as a truly Presbyterian
church that advocates the Jerusalem Council
and Thats okay approaches. What these mean
is this. The Jerusalem Council limited its directives
to the churches to a minimum. The Thats okay
approach tends to allow latitude in matters that
are not violations of biblical principles.
Large numbers of Koreans immigrated to
the US in the 1970s. Most of them settled in
urban areas: Los Angeles, Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, and the major metropolitan cities of
Canada. The leaders of these churches began to
have a burden for a denomination of the Reformed
churches. The pastors who shared the same
vision began to meet to pray and to plan the
formation of a General Assembly. This became a
reality by the major effort of the California
Presbytery. On February 8, 1978, the KoreanAmerican Presbyterian Church was formed. The
pastors met at Van Til Hall at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. Today,
KAPC is composed of 19 Presbyteries, 376
churches, 470 ordained ministers, and 34,000
communicant members. KAPC is the largest
Korean Presbyterian denomination in the
Western Hemisphere.
The KAPC continues to grow in its size
due to its willingness to be open to the many
Korean Presbyteries, churches, and pastors that
desire to join. The KAPC insists on Reformed
and Presbyterian doctrines although due to the
rapid growth the denomination is experiencing
the doctrinal stands of individual churches may
be broader than ideal.
Some of the temporary offices in the KAPC
include titles that are unique, while the roles
themselves may be familiar to other communions.
Such a title is that of Kwonsa, which is a
temporary office conferred on women 45-yearsold or older. A Kwonsa makes visitations to the
members of an individual church, especially to
those who are infirm or afflicted.
Uniquely, there are 10 different types of
pastor in the KAPC. An entrusted pastor is
one, who, after receiving a call from a local
congregation, may be entrusted by the Presbytery
with the full power to rule over a local
congregation. A Pastor in Charge is a man
who has received a call from and ministers to a
local congregation, but who has not been
entrusted by the Presbytery with the power to
rule over the church. When that congregation
becomes an organized church, the pastor shall
report to the Presbytery, be entrusted by the
Presbytery, and become an entrusted pastor. An
Associate Pastor is a temporary pastor with a
term of one year. He assists the entrusted pastor
with consent of the Presbytery. This approval
must be renewed annually. A minister of the
Word receives the title Pastor Emeritus when
he retires after 20 years or more of active ministry
from the year of his ordination. An Emeritus
receives a fixed salary if the congregational
meeting so votes and if the Presbytery agrees to
confer this honor. The Pastor Meritorious is a
minister that retires because of old age after
serving 25 years or more. He is to have served
with remarkable merit in the course of his ministry.
The Presbytery confers this honor with a twothirds vote in favor. The remaining pastors are
Pastor at large, Chaplain, Pastor in
Education, Missionary, and Pastor in
Music.
Elders in the KAPC must be at least 30 years
old, having been sound in the faith and blameless
for at least 5 years with the qualifications
described in 1 Timothy 3:1-7.
At present, the future of the KAPC is, by
their own words, unclear. The KAPC is divided
on the matter of teaching Korean as a primary
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language for the members and their children. This
follows the pattern of immigrant churches. There
are someprobably in the second generation
campbelieve that KA ought to be modified
as the immigration history enters the second
quarter of a century. The delegates from the KAPC
were in agreement that a vision for KAPC beyond
the year 2025 is needed.
Orthodox Presbyterian Church
The Orthodox Presbyterian Church (OPC)
then presented its distinctive characteristics to
the NAPARC meeting. One of the first questions
asked was whether the OPC deserved its
reputation as sticklers on matters of doctrine. In
response, OPC delegates showed doctrinal
toleration within confessional bounds (see below).
The delegates pointed out that the OPC is often
considered litigious as well, but noted that
historically, there have been relatively few appeals
to its General Assemblies compared to other
Presbyterian bodies.
Rev. Jack Peterson spoke about the tolerance
in the OPC that exists for things like two versus
three office views. It was noted that several views
on preaching are tolerated: Puritan, Old School,
Reconstructionist and Redemptive-Historical.
The latter was further sub-divided into the Klineian, Gaffin/Shepherd, and Dennison
variations.
The question was raised about why the
OPC has not attracted ethnic diversity. No clear
answer was given.
The question was also asked why the OPC
and PCA have not united into one body. One
OPC delegate answered that the OPC was the
first to become a denomination. The reminder
was given that the OPC has expressed an interest
in joining the PCA to form one body, but the
PCA rejected the OPCs terms. A PCA minister
suggested that regionalism factored into the
equationthat is, the PCA being a
predominantly Southern oriented church with
the OPC perceiving those suspicions of federal
or centralized power. A PCA delegate suggested
that an open General Assembly fit with the
fraternity shared by PCA ministers. That fraternity
is strengthened by meeting with ones colleagues
at the General Assemblies. Proof of this familyoriented nature of the PCAs General Assemblies
was offered by pointing out that during mundane
business, a fraction of attendees is present to
vote.
Differences were brought up regarding how
both the OPC and PCA view a General Assembly.
Some suggested that the PCA emphasizes
expediency in deliberation, with a concomitant
reliance on committees. On the other hand, the
OPC favors a delegated General Assembly to
promote deliberation (i.e., meaning smaller
General Assembly and with all the pitfalls of
slower handling of business and hearing less
talented men speak their mind). OPC men
suggested that larger bodies make such
deliberation difficult, and the PCA had a
hierarchy built in to their structure.
A PCA response to the charge of hierarchy
was that the size of the PCA General Assembly
membership required adjustments in how they
structure their committees.
An OPC minister suggested that the PCAs
size and the resulting problems of deliberation
that would arise without authoritative committees
might be solved by the creation of synods. PCA
representatives were quick to respond that the
political and unfair practice of gerrymandering
synodical jurisdictions by liberals in the PCUS
before the PCA was formed soured many on
considering a synodical approach.
The OPC presentation ended with
pondering why OPC distinctions are
disappearing within the OPC. An OPC delegate
suggested that most, if not all, of the independent
seminaries are not specifically concerned to teach
those characteristics that are distinctively OPC.
He suggested this as a rationale for the OPCs
creation of the Ministerial Training Institute. This
is an external study program designed to teach
future pastors and teachers OPC history,
emphases, and polity. The overall exchange was
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direct and frank, but with little tension.
Presbyterian Church in America
After this lively exchange between the
OPC and the PCA, the Presbyterian Church in
America was given the opportunity to present
those features that typify the PCA. Like most
of the presentations, a distributed position
paper was read and commented upon.
After the reading of the paper, a question
was asked about the use of the term
mainstream in the first part of the paper as a
description of the PCA. PCA delegates
pointed out that they did not use the word
mainline. The word was chosen to
differentiate the PCA from fundamentalism and
to indicate the PCAs desire to address the
whole broader culture. It was pointed out that
the PCA has considered non-English
speaking presbyteries to make room for
Korean churches, for example. One OPC
minister was quick to inquire whether one
particular PCA delegate considered the OPC
mainstream. With some hesitation, the PCA
delegate responded in the affirmative.
Reformed Church in the United States
Next on the agenda was the presentation
by the Reformed Church in the United States
(RCUS). All four of the RCUS delegates
contributed to the presentation.
A rather uncomfortable discussion
ensued around the RCUS requiring adherence
to confessional membership for non-ordained
congregation members. A PCA delegate drew
an analogy between the RCUS position and
that of the Jehovahs Witnesses requiring full
subscription for their members. There was no
rush on anyones part to dismiss this analogy
as a red herring. The RCUS mood was evidently
one of frustration and dejection surrounding
this discussion.
Observations were offered about
stringent requirements for church membership
in light of the simplicity of the gospel message,
the invitation by Jesus for children to come
unto him, and the hard cases of the mentally
retarded or simple becoming members. RCUS
ministers offered that they had in the past
received a mentally retarded person into
membership.
The RCUS delegates received more direct
questioning about their practice of excluding
all women in all circumstances from the
congregational vote. The RCUS defended this
practice based upon Pauls teaching that he
does not allow a women to exercise authority
over men in the Church. The RCUS colleagues
made the argument that a vote is an exercise
of authority and therefore women are excluded
from voting on that basis.
Objection was raised to the RCUS
position, that in Pauls teaching, in Christ there
is no male or female. Another objection was
that the RCUS practice denied widows a voice
in matters brought before the congregation.
The RCUS responded that such a woman
could come to the elders with her concerns
and they would have to consider her thoughts.
The RCUS delegates were also asked
how they could consider themselves with
respect
to
Van
Tillian
or
presuppositionalist apologetics since their
constitution does not address the matter. The
response was that an evidentialist would not
be excluded from ordination on that basis
alone!
One delegate wondered aloud if the
RCUS was not taking a hard right turn in light
of their distinctions presented in the position
paper. Rather than taking a hard right turn, it
was suggested that the RCUS is simply stating
what they have always been and that the
culture and churches around them have
changed, given that many of their positions
were once held by most or many Reformed
bodies in America.
Reformed Presbyterian Church
of North America
Finally, the Reformed Presbyterian

Church of North America presented its main
characteristics. An RPCNA delegate began
with a joke about two men walking down the
street when they happened upon a church
building. One fellow remarked to the other that
the church was a holy-roller church where
the members washed each others feet. They
kept walking and came to another church. The
same fellow remarked that the church was
Mennonite and that they dont fight. Walking
a little further, the men stood in front of an
RPCNA church. This time the fellow said,
These folks fight and they dont wash their
feet.
The RPCNA Testimony is part of their
constitution and is binding. It is a way not
only of recording the history of the RPCNA,
but also a means for clarifying/stipulating how
they understand the Westminster Standards.
An ARP delegate asked if this Testimony
served the same function as amending or
changing the confessional standards, to
which the RPCNA delegate answered Yes.
The question came up if there was any
correlation between the RPCNAs growth
spurt and the reversals made to their positions
on such things as Prohibition, ministerial
abstention from the use of alcohol, national
covenanting, abstention from the political
processes in America because of the refusal
to take a vow (the US constitution was
considered a faulty document and system).
The answer from the RPCNA delegate was
that he thought there was something to this
connection, not to mention the attention given
to outreach and seeking others beyond the
small sphere the RPCNA members lived in.
It was remarked that the RPCNA was a
modest church and that humility was required
from RPCNA ministers, even in light of the
recent growth of congregations and
membership. (Mr. Keddie of the RPCNA gave
the anecdote of Winston Churchills response
to a comment by a friend who noted a certain
man as modest. Churchill retorted, He has a
lot to be modest about.) He also reminded all
present how relatively modest is the whole
community of conservative Reformed
Churches in America in light of the size of the
whole culture. He called us to prayer for humility
and to beseech God for the future of the
Reformed witness in the USA.

Summary

It was moved, seconded, and passed that
a study committee of several delegates be
formed to investigate and distill in writing the
theology, polity, and practices among the
various NAPARC member denominations.
This committee was mandated to report at the
2001 meeting. The justification that was given
for the study committee was that it would
further the education of the NAPARC member
churches with a view to benefiting better
understanding, and thus increasing and
encouraging fellowship and possible union.
The motion was unanimously carried.
[This story was written by Mike
DiPeppino and Ron Gleason.Ed.]

NAPARC Meeting
Hears from its
Churches

Los Angeles (November 14, 2000)The
26 th meeting of the North American
Presbyterian and Reformed Council met in Los
Angeles on November 14-15, 2000. The
member churches of NAPARC consist of the
Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church, the
Christian Reformed Church in North America
(this church is under suspension by NAPARC
and can send delegates, but cannot vote), the
Korean American Presbyterian Church, the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church, the
Presbyterian Church in America, the Reformed
Church in the United States, and the Reformed
Presbyterian Church in North America.
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Several other Presbyterian and Reformed
churches were invited to attend the meeting
as observers, but only the Free Reformed
Churches of North America and the United
Reformed Churches of North America sent
representatives.
Two items on the agenda for the meeting
that were of particular importance and interest
were the reports of the various member
churches concerning their year 2000 synods
or assemblies and an item that allowed each
of the member churches to explicate their
distinctive traits or characteristics.

General Synods & Assemblies

The Associate Reformed Presbyterian
Church (ARP) held its 196th General Synod at
Bonclarken Assembly (Flat Rock, North
Carolina) on June 5-7, 2000. The reported
membership (year ending 1999) was 35,643
communicant and 5,979 non-communicant
members (41,622), which marked a 3.8%
increase over the previous year. There are a
total of 263 ARP congregations. The usual
format for an ARP Synod is a combination of
corporate worship and business meetings. The
2000 Synod had two guest speakers, Dr. John
DeWitt and Dr. Joel Beeke. Dr. DeWitt
transferred into the ARP during the Synod.
He preached four times on the topic of
Reformed theology. Dr. Beeke held two lectures
followed by Q&A sessions on the Ministry
of the Erskines.
The Moderator of the ARP Synod, Dr.
Bob Carlisle, challenged each Board and
committee of the Synod to develop a tenyear program of goals and objectives and to
be visionary. During their meeting it was
decided to delete the final sentence of
Westminster Confession of Faith 24.4, which
reads as follows. The man may not marry
any of his wifes kindred nearer in blood than
he may of his own, nor the woman of her
husbands kindred nearer in blood than of
her own.
The Rev. H. Neely Gaston was elected as
the 2001 Moderator. The 197th meeting of the
ARP Synod is scheduled for June 11-13, 2001
at Bonclarken. The theme for the Synod will
be Standing Firm in the Faith.
The Christian Reformed Church in North
America (CRCNA) reported that 188 delegates,
representing 47 classes, met from June 10-16,
2000 on the campus of Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. This was the fourth year
that a one-week format was used.
Several key reports were delivered and
recommendations made. The Committee to
Examine Alternate Routes Being Used to Enter
the Ordained Ministry in the CRCNA made
significant recommendations about the
character, knowledge, and skill level needed
by those serving in any ministry capacity
within the CRCNA. (Acts of Synod 2000, pp.
702-704.)
One of the most controversial matters in
the Synod had to do with the issue of women
in ecclesiastical office. (Acts of Synod, pp. 687699, 706.) The bottom line of the matter was
that Synod 2000 reaffirmed the decision made
in 1995 regarding the permissibility of women
serving in the offices of minister, elder, and
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evangelist. An odd twist to this decision was
that even though women may be ordained as
ministers and elders, they may not be
delegated to Synod. It was also decided,
however, that up to seven women could be
invited each year to serve as advisers to
Synod. The CRCNA recognizes and
acknowledges that there are differences within
the denomination regarding this issue but the
Synod declared that these issues are not of
such an essential nature that they warrant
division within the church.
A revised ecumenical charter was
adopted by Synod in the hopes that it will
guide the church to meet the new realities of
ecumenical relationships in the 21st century.
The Ecumenical Charter (Agenda for Synod
2000, pp. 245-2553 and also separately bound
available from the office of the General
Secretary of the CRCNA.) states that
Ecumenical relationships at the local level
can be expressed by joint involvement in areas
such as worship, service projects, prayer, and
address to social/ethical issues. (III,A, 6.)
These joint involvements should not be
undertaken indiscriminately but should occur
with neighboring churches that bear the marks
of the true church.
In other actions, 38 candidates were
declared eligible for call and Dr. Ruth Tucker
was appointed as Associate Professor of
Domestic Missiology to teach at Calvin
Seminary. Her initial appointment is for three
years.
The Korean American Presbyterian
Church (KAPC) met for its 24th meeting of the
General Assembly in Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada on May 23-26, 2000. In
1999, the KAPC reported a total baptized adult
membership of 34,995 in a total of 408
churches.
The KAPC faces the rather unique
problem of second and third generation
Koreans and how they fit into the overall fabric
of the Korean culture. With this in mind, the
General Assembly adopted a resolution that
those who proposed to form an English
Presbytery with the members of the English
Ministry Committee and study a plan to form
an English Presbytery and report to the next
General Assembly. The English Ministry
Committee held its third annual EM
Conference in Los Angeles, CA on February
21-23, 2000. The 25th General Assembly will be
convened in Towson, Maryland, on May 2225, 2001
The Orthodox Presbyterian Church
(OPC) held its 67th General Assembly in
Tacoma, Washington, on July 5-12, 2000. The
Statistician reported that at the end of 1999
there were 204 OP churches and 53 home
mission works. The total membership of the
OPC is 25,302. The year 2000 marked the sixth
consecutive year of growth for the OPC. They
are reporting a 4-5% annual increase in
membership and attendance.
The Committee on Home Missions and
Church Extension was pleased to report that
requests to begin new churches come in almost
daily from all over North America. The
Committee on Foreign Missions spoke to the

Dr. Gleasons Observations:
An interesting side note to the discussion is that one of the most spirited debates during this
session was conducted by two Presbyterian churches that are very close theologically. One has to
ask why it is that churches that are so close have such difficulty forming one body. It also seemed
that even though the OPC and PCA hold much in common the discussions tend to gravitate around
the areas where they disagree rather than where they agree. Essentially, then, you end up with two
strongly Presbyterian churches thatin all likelihoodagree in about 90+% of doctrine, but tend
to emphasize the 10% where they disagree. This is not to say that those matters should not be
discussed, but a case in point is the OPC and the Canadian/American Reformed Church. They have
been discussing their differences for more than two decades and still they have not been able to
arrive at terms of unity, even though it is the opinion of this writer that the main problem does not lie
with the OPC.
One of the key issues the KAPC is facing currently is the common one that faces any immigrant
church, namely second generation ministry. This is the way this works, and it was particularly
interesting for me since I served an immigrant congregation in Toronto. That congregation had
been instituted in 1954 by Dutch immigrants. By the time I arrived in 1985, there were many young
people in the congregation that had Dutch names, spoke a minimum amount of Dutch, and possessed
a slight understanding of Dutch culture. The necessary changes being made, the KAPC is also
experiencing this phenomenon.
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Assembly about opportunities and challenges
in places such as Eritrea, Ethiopia, Japan,
Kenya, Korea, the Middle East, Suriname, and
Uganda.
The OPC now has a web site
(www.opc.org). The Committee on
Ecumenicity and Interchurch Relations (CEIR)
reported that the Evangelical Presbyterian
Church in England and Wales has accepted
the OPCs invitation to them to enter into
corresponding relations. The assembly
adopted the recommendation of CEIR that
ecclesiastical relations with other churches
consist of three relationships. Ecclesiastical
Fellowship is a relationship in which the
churches involved are Reformed in their
confessional standards, church order, and life
though there may be such differences
between them that union is not possible at
this time and there might be considerable need
for mutual concern and admonition.
Corresponding Relations is that relationship
in which mutual contact with another church
is undertaken to become better acquainted
with one another with a view towards entering
into Ecclesiastical Fellowship at some time in
the not-too-distant future. Limited Contact
is that relationship with another church with
which it is desired to maintain some form of
mutual contact so as to fulfill the OPCs stated
responsibility to call all churches, including
their own, to faithfulness in order to seek the
unity of the whole church.
The OPC will host the International
Conference of Reformed Churches (ICRC) on
June 20-29, 2001 at Westminster Theological
Seminary. The 68th General Assembly will be
held on May 30-June 6, 2001 in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
The Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA) reported on its 2000 General Assembly,
which was held in Tampa, Florida, on June 2023. Dr. Morton H. Smith was elected as
Moderator. Dr. Smith is one of the founding
fathers of the PCA and served as its first
Stated Clerk (1973-1988). In light of some recent
developments within the PCA, Dr. Smith urged
the Assembly to maintain the unity of the
Church.
One of the controversial items on the PCA
agenda for its General Assembly was the report
of Creation Study Report. The Creation Study
Committee reported after two full years of
studying the topic. It was reiterated that the
PCA has been and remains committed to the
inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture, ex
nihilo creation of the universe by divine fiat,
the historicity of the Genesis account of
creation, affirming that Adam and Eve were
directly created by God, and that they are the
progenitors of the human race. Evolution
versus Creation was one of the issues that
brought about the formation of the PCA in
1973. The issue facing the PCA currently is
the length of the creation days in the Genesis
account. The CSC presented the strengths
and weaknesses of four major views of creation

held by conservative, Reformed evangelicals,
namely (1) the calendar day interpretation, (2)
the day-age interpretation, (3) the framework
hypothesis, and (4) the analogical day theory.
The committee recommended that (1) the
report be made available to all who wish to
study it, (2) that no further action be taken for
at least two years, and (3) that the committee
be dismissed with thanks. A substitute motion
to declare that all views other than the calendar
day interpretation be declared exceptions to
the Westminster Standards failed.
The full report of the debate is
available on the PCANews web site at http://
www.PCANews.com under the debates
section. It will also be printed in the Minutes
of the Twenty-Eighth General Assembly. (The
CSC report is a 93-page document in a
Microsoft Word format.)
In addition, the Assembly gave
preliminary approval to elevating Reformed
University Ministries from a sub-committee
of Mission to North America to a new
permanent committee. RUM will minister on
60 college and university campuses this fall.
The Reformed Church in the United
States (RCUS) convened its 254th General
Synod at St. Pauls Evangelical Reformed
Church in Hamburg, Minnesota, from May 811, 2000. At the end of 1999, the RCUS
reported 4,236 baptized members in the church.
There are a total of 1,699 families in the RCUS.
One of the most salient Synod matters
dealt with the matter of the authority of
position papers. After a three-year study
process, a special committee presented the
Synod with three key recommendations. In
the first place, it was recommended that
position papers adopted by a judicatory of
the RCUS are considered to be authoritative
advice to the members under the authority of
that judicatory and serve as its witness to the
world of its understanding of Holy Scripture.
Secondly, the committee recommended that a
position paper is intended to be used to
enlighten and instruct the church on matters
not spelled out in the ordinances of the
church, with the goal of promoting unity within
the church. Position papers are not judicial
decisions, however, nor can they be used as
the charge in an accusation. The expectation
should be that when a matter relating to a
position taken comes to the judicatory, the
adjudication will be consistent with the
position taken. Finally, it was recommended
that only those positions listed in the Index of
Positions and Resolutions in the 252nd Synod
Abstract (pp. 69-72), and any subsequent
papers, be recognized as current and
applicable in the RCUS.
The 254th Synod of the RCUS also took a
decisive action regarding Westminster
Theological Seminary in California. The body
of the decision reads as follows. That
Westminster Theological Seminary in
California be removed from the list of
approved seminaries of the RCUS, and that

this change is intended to affect new students
only, not those who are currently attending
the seminary. (Abstract of the Minutes of the
254th Synod, pp. 22-23.) Action regarding the
removal of WTS (Philadelphia) from the roll of
approved seminaries was re-committed to the
Committee for further study. The Synod
mandated its Permanent Christian Education
Committee to visit and evaluate Greenville
Theological Seminary in Greenville, South
Carolina, regarding the possibility of placing
it on the roll of approved seminaries. Currently,
the RCUS is making use of Mid-America
Theological Seminary as its school of choice.
The Synod also erected a special
committee for the purpose of writing a position
paper setting forth the Reformed (biblicalcovenantal-antithetical) perspective on
education and the responsibilities that pertain
thereunto. This committee is to report to the
255th Synod.
The RCUS also reported on various
ecumenical matters. The RCUS continues to
wait with patience for the Canadian/
American Reformed Churches to respond to
the invitation of the RCUS to enter into a
fraternal/sister relationship.
On another very interesting note, the 254th
Synod of the RCUS was the approval of a
Different Language Classis for deaf
Reformed churches. It was decided that the
Covenant East Classis of the RCUS be
empowered by Synod to supervise the
formation of a Deaf Reformed Classis with the
prospect that this Classis would be added to
the RCUS Roll of Classes at the 2001 meeting
of Synod, if its organization is completed by
that time. That the ministerial members and
delegate elders of the newly-formed Deaf
Reformed Classis shall be members of the
Covenant East Classis until the new Classis
has been received by Synod. Such an
undertaking for special covenant people and
children is only to be applauded. It ought also
to function to spur the rest of the Reformed
world on to the consideration of how we can
deal with special needs covenant members.
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In one additional Synodical action of note,
it was remembered that the year 2000 marked
the 275th anniversary of the founding of the
first congregation of the German Reformed
Church (the current RCUS) in PA under the
ministry of the Rev. John Boehm. Rev. Boehm
then worked for the next 25 years to found
other congregations, to write their first
Constitution, and who served as the President
of the Coetus in 1749. In recognition of his
untiring efforts for the Church of Jesus Christ,
the 254th Synod resolved to dedicate this
Synod to him memory and to publish a
memorial to Rev. Boehm in the Abstract of its
Minutes.
The next Synod of the RCUS will be
convened at the Zion Reformed Church in
Menno, South Dakota, on May 21, 2001.
The Reformed Presbyterian Church of
North America (RPCNA) gave a rather brief
report concerning their activities. The brevity
was due, in part, to the fact that only for the
second time in its history the RPCNA a General
Synod was not held. For some 74, there has
been a quadrennial conference of all churches
in the RPCNA, bring church families together
for worship, study, discussion, fellowship,
and recreation. The RPCNAs General Synod
has held its annual meeting in conjunction
with this quadrennial conference. Recently,
the RPCNA decided that there should be more
involvement of the members of Synod in the
conference activities, for mutual benefit. There
are, however, other points of interest regarding
the RPCNA. Statistics show that for the 10th
consecutive year the membership of the
denomination has increased. In addition, new
congregations were organized in Elkhart,
Indiana; Meadville, Pennsylvania; New
Hartford, New York; and South Hills
(Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania, in 1999. The next
meeting of the RPCNA Synod is scheduled
for July 14-20, 2001 at Geneva College in
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Ron Gleason, who wrote this article,
pastors Grace Presbyterian Church, Yorba
Linda, California.
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Mississippi Valley Affirms Calendar-Day View of
Scripture and Confessional Standards
Policy Requires Those with Different Views
to Declare Their Exception to the Standards

At its October 2000 stated meeting, the
Presbytery of Mississippi Valley of the
Presbyterian Church in America adopted a
resolution which declared that courts
strong affirmation of a traditional view of
the days of creation. The resolution also
establishes a policy that anyone with a
different view must declare that he has an
exception to the Westminster Standards,
with the presbytery deciding on a case by
case basis whether or not to accept the man.
The court used language reflective of a
motion, offered by the Rev. David Hall of Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, which was defeated by the
2000 General Assembly. Mississippi Valley said:
with charity toward all our members and with
fidelity to the original authors of our confessional
standards, our understanding is that, until
evidence to the contrary is found, the
Westminster standards phrase in the space of
six days means that the six days of creation were
days of normal duration with evening and
morning. Accordingly, for the peace of the
church, any future candidates who differ with
this original meaning should request an exception
to the Confession, until documentation that the
Westminster Assembly meant otherwise is firmly
established. We also pledge to make these future
determinations with care, charity, honesty, and
impartiality.
The presbytery affirmed its
determination to hold fast to the historic
Reformed doctrine of creation, and to see

that it is preached, taught, and applied in
the churches. We are deeply concerned by
current evangelical attempts to
accommodate historic doctrine to the
secular patterns of thought so prevalent in
contemporary culturea practice which has
been called cognitive bargaining. Such a
practice compromises the Churchs ability
to speak prophetically to the intellectual
idolatries of modernity.
The court also declared and reaffirmed its
belief in the special creation of Adam and the
causal relationship between sin and death in the
created order. All attempts to rationalize as
consistent with, complementary to or expressive
of the biblical account: (1) a belief that our first
parents were descended from lower animal forms
or created from pre-Adamic sentient hominids,
(2) an espousal of theistic evolution, (3) a belief
in the existence of human death prior to the Fall,
and (4) the alleged mythological or purely literary
character of Genesis 1-11, we emphatically reject
as implicit denials of the authority of Scripture.
This action by Mississippi Valley came at
the end of a two-year wait to take a definitive
position. The Presbytery had, in June 1998,
adopted a motion which effectively would have
excluded from ruling and teaching office anyone
who could not affirm a calendar-day for the days
of creation. However, in October 1998, the
Presbytery rescinded that motion, in order to give
time to the General Assembly Creation Study
Committee, which had been appointed in 1998,

to do its work. Among the eleven members of
that study committee were two members of
Mississippi Valley Presbytery: the Rev. Dr. Ligon
Duncan, III, Pastor of First Presbyterian Church,
Jackson; and the Rev. Dr. Duncan Rankin, a
professor at Reformed Theological Seminary in
Jackson.
At this years General Assembly, the court
voted that, in its opinion, any of the various views
of the days of creation which were covered in
the CSC report would be legitimate, so long as
the historicity and veracity of Genesis was
upheld.
In adopting this resolution, Mississippi
Valley expressed its pastoral concern for the
members of its churches, lest they be led astray
by un-Biblical notions, including that of
evolution. The presbytery also declared several
of its goals in taking this action, including the

following: to address and honor the theological
concerns of the majority in the presbytery who
strongly hold to a traditional calendar day view
of the creation days; to give direction to our
Credentials Committee in how it should inform
and prepare men for their presbytery
examinations; to avert the necessity of an
extended floor debate every time this issue comes
up during the examination process; and to,
simultaneously, foster peace in the presbytery
and to promote its purity by dealing with the
substance of the original resolution of June 16,
1998 in a biblical, confessional and pastoral
manner.
According to a member of the
Presbytery, this resolution was passed with
no significant discussion or opposition. The
resolution had received the unanimous
approval of the Credentials Committee.
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Two Covenant College Professors Enter On-Line
Debate Regarding Role of Women in the Church

Two Covenant College professors have
recently entered the debate in the public arena
with regard to the role of women in the church.
In remarks posted on PCANEWS.COM, the
official denominational web magazine, a Bible
professor and an English professor have stated
their support for women in places of official
leadership in the church, albeit from significantly
different perspectives. The English professor
believes that women should be allowed to be in
current ecclesiastical offices, though not that of
elder, while the man from the Biblical Studies
Department advocates the creation of new offices
at least some of which women may occupy.
On October 23, 2000, the Rev. Dr. Ken Stewart
wrote in support of the notion of creating new
offices in the church. Dr. Stewart wrote that this
is an awkward and difficult question for
conservative and Bible-believing Christians who
are concerned not to depart from what stands
written (1 Cor. 4.6b). Our immediate and instinctive
reaction is to suppose that it is best not to dabble
in this by innovating where the Bible has already
given clear direction.
However, he went on to say that on closer
examination, both the [New Testament] and
Christian history indicate that the Church has
been ready to innovate and create offices where
the work of the Gospel required it. He cited
three examples, including two from the New
Testament, for this view.
First, Dr. Stewart believes that there was
no command of Jesus and no apparent Jewish
synagogue precedent authorizing the Apostles
to do what they did in Acts chapter 6 verses 2-3
- calling for the election of the seven men to
distribute aid to Christian widows. We have come
to call this innovation the creation of the
diaconate (though the term deacon is not used
here). But it was unprecedented and apparently
unauthorized (if a command of Jesus would be
thought necessary).
Secondly, he opined that there was
apparently no divine command either for the
creation of the order of widows, enrollment in
which Paul discusses in 1 Tim 5.9. This was a
serving/ministering order (which Calvin, by the
way, supposed was connected to the office of
deacon).
Again, this was an innovation necessitated
by the interests of the Gospel. It was never
commanded by the Lord.
Third, the professor stated that the very
early Christian church innovated again, creating
the recognized ministry/order of Bible woman to
assist in the house-to-house ministry of the
Gospel, especially woman-to-woman. . . . In the
same era, the early church introduced the office
of Reader, to read Scripture publicly in the absence
of a preacher.
Dr. Stewart acknowledged the difficulties
of his position: It might possibly be objected
that the first two innovations were led by inspired
Apostles, whereas the last by an uninspired
post-Apostolic church - and this is a weighty
matter. We ought certainly to place what is
present in Scripture on a higher level than what
is recorded in subsequent history.
However, he countered: But even when
this caution is observed, I would suggest that
there is more room for innovation in terms of new
offices and ministries in the Christian faith than
we are facing up to. After all, has not evangelical
Christianity been honorably operating in light of
this principle, when since the age of the
Moravians, William Carey and Mary Slessor, it
has sent men and women abroad as heralds of
the gospel? The foreign missionary is not strictly
described in the New Testament other than in
the case of the Apostles and their immediate
associates.
The Bible professor then sounded an
ecumenical note: No Christian church should
treat this matter lightlyinnovating by creating
ordained ministries where none have existed

before. We should want to act collaboratively
with other churches wherever possible. But the
objection against the creation of new ministries
for both genders, and carrying eccesiastical
recognition with them, ison consideration
not nearly as powerful as might appear at first
glance.
He concluded his argument by writing:
Thus is there not a degree of danger from being
too cautious in this matter as of being too
headstrong? Perhaps the NT holds possibilities
that we have yet to explore while we go on
properly maintaining that the offices of teaching
and ruling elder are reserved for men.
On the same date, Dr. Cliff Foreman, an
English professor at Covenant College, weighed
in on the issue: There do seem to have been
women in leadership roles in the NT church. In
Titus, Paul says the older women should teach
what is good. In 1 Timothy he speaks about
widows being placed on a list of women who are
serving God after having taken some sort of a
vow. We arent really sure what sorts of roles
women took in the early church, but the letters
and Acts give overwhelming evidence that they
did serve God in some sort of official leadership
capacities. He concluded by saying that it is
right to point out that in our day, in which gifted
women have taken places of leadership in society,
the church needs more than ever to support the
ministry of gifted women. To say that this
encourages men to be lazy is a red herring. In a
dying world like ours, there is plenty of work to
go around.
Responding to another contributor to
the discussion on PCANEWS.COM, Dr.
Foreman, on November 8, 2000, wrote: It
seems to me that your assumptions about
the nature of men and women and their
resulting roles are being read into the
biblical material. It would be equally valid
to believe that Paul makes his statements in
1 Timothy 2.15 (a statements [sic], by the
way, which is much harder to interpret than
anything in 1 Corinthians 7)in light of the
situation in Ephesus, the heresy alluded to
throughout the pastoral epistles. You are
basing your denial to women of a equal place
in the work of God on a very shaky
foundation, indeed. I wonder how you feel
justified in being so bold?
Dr. Foreman has been known on the
Covenant College campus as an advocate
of female ordination to ecclesiastical
offices. In early 1999, an open forum was
held on campus in which he and Bible
professor Dr. Dan MacDougall debated the
question of ordaining women to the ministry
and the eldership. According to an article
in the March 5, 1999, edition of the Bagpipe,
the student newspaper, Dr. Foreman
appealed to a notion of justice as being
grounds for ordaining women, including to
the ministry. The piece, written by Miss
Leah Heisig, stated that Dr. Foreman said
that the offices, gifts and calling of God
are open to both sexes, and that he
argued from a more experiential position.
As a child of the 1960s, a generation whose
claim was a search for justice, he argued
with that ideology in mind.
The Bagpipe article reported that Dr.
Foreman took the position that I Timothy
2:12 (And I do not permit women to teach
or to have authority over a man, but to be in
silence) that that passage addresses a
specific issue rather than proclaiming a
principle. He noted that the context of this
passage is concerned with women being
deceived by false teachers. Paul is warning
against being easily deceived rather than
condemning women in office.
Miss Heisig wrote that Dr. Foreman
appealed to Galatians 3:28 (There is neither
Greek nor Jew, there is neither slave nor free,

there is neither male nor female; for you are
all one in Christ) as stating the principle
to be followed rather than the I Timothy
passage. He made the point that no
distinction is made here between men and
women in reference to their inheritance and
so offices should not be restricted to one
or the other.
The article also pointed out that the
debate, which was attended by more than
sixty students, had challenged some of them
to re-think their views: it was clear from
discussion after the debate that many were
rethinking their traditional position
considering the valid points made by both
Foreman and MacDougall.
I wasnt convinced either way, said
Teresa Fink, a sophomore, because there
wasnt time to really get into it. It did make
me realize that I dont have all the answers
though, and neither do they.
It was clear that both put a fair amount
of thought into their presentations, said
Joel Swanson, a sophomore. It seemed that
MacDougall treated the text with more
justice, he said, commenting that he held
to the more literal reading and had a slight
advantage because of his knowledge of
Hebrew and Greek. He felt that Foreman
based his presentation on his ideas of
justice. I think Foreman really had a point
here, Swanson said, and it caused me to
think and ask questions about what biblical
justice is.
In an email to P&R News, Professor
Foreman clarified his views. He wrote: I
dont believe that the PCA should ordain
women as elders.
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PCA Ruling Elder Addresses Vice President Gore
November 23, 2000 Thanksgiving Day
The Honorable Al Gore
Vice President of the United States
The White House, 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20500
By Fax to: 202-456-2461
Dear Mr. Vice President,
Let me introduce myself. I am a husband
and the father of seven and an elder in the
Presbyterian Church in America. I am also
a professor of social ethics at a theological
seminary. And I am a Ph.D. candidate in
the history of political thought, focusing
particularly on the development of
constitutionalism in seventeenth-century
Britain. I am not an ignorant, disgruntled
American but a political philosopher (not
a politician or political scientist) deeply
troubled about the state of our nation.
For the last two weeks, I, like many
AmericansRepublicans and Democrats
alikehave experienced growing concern
about the survival of American
constitutional government and the rule of
law. Yesterday, in responding positively to
your supporters appeal to allow manual
recounts to continue in three Florida
counties and to require the Secretary of
States office to include those results in
the final, certified election results for the
State of Florida, the Florida Supreme Court
exercised a breathtaking violation of the
constitutional principle of the separation
of powers, sweeping aside statutory law
adopted by the legislature and the lawful
and prudent exercise of administrative
duties by the executive branch. No doubt
their decision was to your liking. But it is
extremely alarming to me as a political
philosopher and historian of political
thought. It brings us to the brink of an
extraordinarily dangerous situation: the
installation in office of someone whose
claim to that office is not simply doubted
but vehemently rejected by a huge and
well-informed part of the citizenry.
I know the argument that all you want is to
ensure that the voice of the people is heard.
The Bush campaign played into your
hands on that line by insisting all along
that it trusts the people and you dont.
But, in agreement with our founding
fatherswho, because they believed in the
sinfulness of man, set up a constitutional
order designed to preserve the rule of law
in a system of separation of powers, checks
and balances, and federalismI trust
neither the people nor the government
completely. Instead, I trust God, who reigns
over all, and I recognize that our founders
established a prudent system that would
minimize the harm to be expected from the
sinfulness of both the people and their
governors. Recall that John Adams called
the American system a government of
laws, not of men.
Our constitutional system carefully
provides for the expression of, and
consideration of, public opinion. It includes
a system for electing government officials.
It is important that the peoples voice be
heard in that system. It is, however, also
important that the system work according
to the rule of law, the concern of which is
for impartiality of process, not for

attainment of specific ends. Among the
hallmarks of the rule of law enumerated by
the late Nobel Prize-winning economist and
political philosopher Friedrich A. Hayek
are predictability (the rules of the game
must not change in midstream) and
impartiality (rules must be adopted whose
particular effect on particular people cannot
be foreseen). Those hallmarks reflect a
Biblical standard of justice as well: You
shall do no injustice in judgment. You shall
not be partial. . . . But in righteousness you
shall judge your neighbor (Leviticus
19:15). You shall not show partiality in
judgment; you shall hear the small as well
as the great; you shall not be afraid in any
mans presence, for the judgment is Gods
(Deuteronomy 1:17).
Those principles are endangered by the
strategy your campaign has pursued in the
Florida election: a strategy that has
soughtand now obtainedthe neglect
of laws, duly passed by a legislature,
whose impact on specific competitors in
specific elections could not be foreseen
and was therefore utterly impartial; a
strategy that has included intentionally
singling out heavily Democratic counties
for recounts and neglecting others; a
strategy that has sought the
disqualification of overseas ballots,
contrary to Federal law, because it could
be foreseen that including them in the
count would be more to your opponents
advantage than to yours, while seeking to
qualify other ballots, contrary to Florida
law, because it could be foreseen that
including them in the count would be more
to your advantage than to your
opponents; a strategy that entrusts to
biased hand counters the responsibility to
divine the intent of voters when all the
evidence they have before them is a
dimpled or pregnant chadwhich
could as easily be explained as a voters
last-second decision not to vote for
someone as it can be explained as a voters
intention to vote for someone. That your
attorneys have managed to get a court
comprising six Democrats and one
independent, all appointed by a
Democratic governor, to endorse your
strategy does not negate the cold, hard
facts of the case.
So I find myself facing a great moral
dilemma. As a Christian, I believe that the
Bible is the Word of God and that it
instructs me in my duties. Among other
things, it commands me to be subject to
the governing authorities. For there is no
authority except from God, and the
authorities that exist are appointed by God.
Therefore whoever resists the authority
resists the ordinance of God, and those
who resist will bring judgment on
themselves (Romans 13:1-2). What will
this entail for me should you manage,
through legal legerdemain, to gain the
presidency now? On the face of it, it would
seem that it would require me simply to
submit to you as my president merely
because you hold the office. But it is not
that simple.
First, the Constitution, not the president
(or any other officer) is the supreme earthly
authority in this country. This passage,
therefore, requires me to submit to the
Constitution more than to any officer.
Second, merely holding an office is not by
itself proof that one is an authority as

the word is used in this text. One who
attains an office illegitimately is not an
authority but a usurper. Consider this: In
many countries, an election situation like
what we are enduring at present would
have resulted in intervention by the
military, brushing aside whatever the
election results might be, and installing
someone chosen by the military. We who
believe that government depends for its
legitimacy in part on the consent of the
governed would without hesitation
conclude that the new president in that
situation was illegitimate and that the
people were not morally obligated to
submit to him. I thank God that we have
not seen that happen in America
although, with your intentional
disenfranchisement of overseas military
voters, it would be understandable (though
still wrong). But my aim here is simply to
drive home the point that merely holding
an office does not entail legitimate
authority.
Third, the text of Romans 13 itself goes on,
after those first two verses, to define what
it means by an authority to which every
soul [must] be subject. Such rulers are
not a terror to good works, but to evil. Do
you want to be unafraid of the authority?
Do what is good, and you will have praise
from the same. For he is Gods minister to
you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid;
for he does not bear the sword in vain; for
he is Gods minister, an avenger to execute
wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore
you must be subject, not only because of
wrath but also for conscience sake
(Romans 13:3-5). That is, a real authority
punishes those who do evil, not those who
do good; he is a minister of God; and the
reason for submission is not mere fear of
punishment but consciencea conscience
that testifies to the citizen that submission
is the right and good thing, because the
authority is legitimate.
Mr. Vice President, presently you hold
office legitimately. Buthaving carefully
followed the details of this twisted election
recount process; having carefully listened
to the attorneys presentations to the
Florida Supreme Court on Monday and
then read them later; having carefully
considered the relevant state election laws
(which are not, despite claims to the
contrary, self-contradictory); and having
carefully read the Florida Supreme Courts
decision handed down November 21I am
convinced that if you are declared the
winner after all of this, you will have stolen
this election. You will not be a legitimate
authority should you be inaugurated
President of the United States.
And that, Mr. Vice President, puts me in a
terrible situation. It puts me in a situation
of having to denounce the authority of the
titular president of this nation; of having
to approve of others who do likewise; and
of having to admit the legitimacy, in
principle, even if not in prudence, of
attempts to supplant you. (I do not say
usurp, for only legitimate authority can be
usurped.)
But, Mr. Vice President, I have some
consolation. First, I would be doing no
more than what the founders of our country
did when, in the Declaration of
Independence, they renounced a king and
a parliament that had forfeited their
legitimate rule over the colonies by

violating the transcendent laws of nature
and of natures God. Second, I would be
doing no more than what the opponents
of James II did when, convinced of his
intention to overthrow the British
constitution, they sought and attained his
removal from the throne and his
replacement by William of Orange. Third, I
would be doing no more than what David
did in ancient Israel when, King Saul having
forfeited his legitimacy by disobeying the
commands of God through the Prophet
Samuel, he resisted Sauls rule until at last
God removed Saul from office and installed
David, whom He, through Samuel, had
previously anointed king.
Mr. Vice President, I am sure there are many,
many thousands, even millions, of
Americans who find themselves facing the
same dreadful choice I am facing. Few will
have approached that choice in quite the
same way I have approached it. Perhaps
they will not enlist the same line of
reasoning. But what is crystal clear is that
they will approach it. And manynot only
Republicans, but even many Democrats
who voted for you (Thus November 22nds
New York Times on-line edition includes a
story titled Gore Voters in Chicago Say
its Time for Him to Concede. A brief
excerpt appears after my signature.)will
conclude as I have concluded. Then we
shall have you to blame for the most serious
undermining of the constitutional order this
country has ever suffered.
I love America, Mr. Vice President. I love
its Constitution and its Declaration of
Independence. I love its amazing system
of separation of powers, of checks and
balances, of federalismso wisely
constructed by men who knew their own
sinfulness and knew that it affected all
others. Please, for Gods sake, do not sweep
those things away.
Concede the election now, Mr. Vice
President. You may then be able to run
again four years from now not only with
the high esteem of the American public,
which will recognize that you have chosen
the good of the country over your own
ambition, but also with a clear conscience.
I pray that God will give you wisdom and
humility.
Sincerely,
E. Calvin Beisner
Associate Professor of Historical
Theology and Social Ethics
Knox Theological Seminary, 5554 N.
Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
33308; e-mail: cbeisner@knoxseminary.org
I write solely in my capacity as an American
citizen, not as a spokesman for my
denomination, my employer, or any other
institution.
[A professor at Covenant College for
several years, Mr. Beisner began his
teaching career at Knox Seminary in
2000. His letter, in addition to being sent
to Mr. Gore, also attracted much attention
on the Internet. It is reprinted here as an
example of the salt and light influence
PCA members have on the body politic.
Ed.]
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Setting the Record
Straight
The concurring opinion signed by six
members of the Standing Judicial
Commission (SJC) surely will rank as one of
the more amazing ecclesiastical documents
in Presbyterian history. The fact that a
commission, which is a creature of the
Assembly, has the audacity to criticize the
Assembly itself, certainly must raise
questions of propriety. The very use of a
concurring opinion for such criticism is itself
quite questionable and highly irregular.
We would have liked to have stayed out of
the limelight of controversy on this one. But the
suggestion by the members of the SJC that this
publication engaged in improper activities leaves
us with little choice but to respond.
The documents comments about contacts
with secular media by P&R News are themselves
not totally informed. Beyond that, we dont
understand why we should be criticized for
engaging in activity similar to that which the
founders of the PCA did.
Moreover, one of the signers of the
concurring opinion himself serves as a
denominational press officer. Not only is it part
of his job to interface with the secular presshe
indeed carried out that function, and did so well
before this matter was handled by the SJC at its
October meeting. In the summer, he spoke with
the Knoxville News-Sentinel. The same
newspaper quoted him immediately after the SJC
made its decision.
(Funnywe didnt get a call. And yet were
part of the church press, in contrast to the secular
press.)
In the concurring opinion, it is implied that
P&R News, along with others, spread false
information regarding the events surrounding
the appearance of a woman in a PCA pulpit in
August 1998. In response, please note that, as is
our habit, we emailed a copy of the original story
to John Wood in early 1999, before we went to
press. Also, no one has specified the details by

Editorials and Letters

which P&R News reporting was inaccurate. One
would think that if there were gross inaccuracies
in our reporting, one of the principals in this matter
would have set the record straight a long time
ago.
The concurring opinion also alleges that a
more thorough investigation should have been
made of John Woods views. In response, we
would note that we interviewed him by telephone,
and sent a copy of that interview for his review
before we went to press, thus giving him ample
opportunity to modify his remarks (which he did
not do). Furthermore, in contrast to the notion
that his views were not clear on the subject, he
was quoted as saying that what Paul is
prohibiting is the authoritative teaching of a
teaching elderteaching that would then be
enforced by barring from the Lords Supper, if a
person resists that teaching: church discipline. It
seems to me that Paul, in I Corinthians 11, has
already given instructions for women who are
prophesying and praying in worship services.
And therefore his injunction in I Corinthians 14,
Let women be silent, has to be read in the light
of what he has said in I Corinthians 11. And
therefore, shes to show proper submission to
authority. And I think in different cultures that
manifests itself in different ways. It doesnt
prohibit women from speaking, but women arent
to be speaking out and doing anything to disrupt
the worship. We specifically asked him: So
you think that a woman may do anything an
unordained man may do, other than serve as an
officer or administer the sacraments? He replied,
Yes. We asked: That means that a woman
may preach (i.e., give a sermon or the main
message during a service of public worship,
which may include exposition of Scripture and/
or exhortation)? He replied, If it was under and
at the invitation of the Session.
It is our understanding that both Dr. Morton
H. Smith and Dr. Joseph Pipa questioned Mr.
Wood quite closely on his publicly-expressed
views, and that he confirmed that he did believe
in female preaching.
Given these answers to specific questions,
was there any reason to believe that Mr. Wood
was holding back some vital information which
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would substantially alter the conclusions?
Would any reasonable person believe that there
had been insufficient inquiry, as has been alleged?
But perhaps even more to the point, we feel
compelled to note that the SJCs thorough
investigation has yielded nothing substantially
new to our understanding of Mr. Woods
position. Even allowing that he may have fleshed
out a few details (as in his sermon of July 2, 2000),
the basic skeleton of his argument has been
manifest from the beginning of the controversy.
Finally, the concurring opinion says that it
deplores the incitement of the General
Assembly commissioners to undertake unConstitutional action. However, the Assembly,
after careful deliberation, determined that the
action was in accord with the Constitution.
It is evident that this concurring opinion is
out of touch with the will of the Assembly. And
we are hopeful that, by setting the record straight,
we may assist the Assembly to comprehend that.
Frank J. Smith

Letters

Thank you for the recent issue of
Presbyterian & Reformed News for
September-October, 2000.
While the lead articles relative to the
Cedar Springs Presbyterian Church case
and its handling by the Standing Judicial
Commission point to the issue of the role
of women in the church, which should be a
matter of serious concern in the Presbyterian
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Church in America, two other articles
contain basic and similar points-of-view
from seemingly disparate sources and
subjects which should perhaps cause as
much concern. I have reference to
statements made in the article on the . . .
Practice of infant Dedication . . . and the
Interview with R.C. Sproul, Sr.
It was reported that the Session of the
First Presbyterian Church of Chattanooga
had determined that . . . infant dedication
is not prohibited and is therefore permitted
by Scripture.
In the interview, Dr. Sproul is reported
as saying, With regard to incense, just
because its not required does not mean that
its prohibited.
It seems to me that the problem at Cedar
Springs and the views of the Session of First
Presbyterian and R.C. Sproul, Sr., spring
from one common source: a view of the
Regulative Principle of Worship that is NOT
Reformed. The views of all three are more
akin to a Lutheran or Roman Catholic view
of worship. A Reformed view of the
Regulative Principle of Worship would
recognize that a practice must be prescribed,
mandated or required in order to be
permitted. To abandon the Reformed view
of the RPW is to abandon the principle of
sola scriptura which is basic to the entire
Reformed catalog of faith.
Sincerely,
Vaughn E. Hathaway, Jr., Charlotte, N. C.

Small Orthodox Presbyterian Church in
Greenville, South Carolina, is looking
for a pastor. Family-based worship, no
Sunday School, no programs. Emphasis
on worship, the public and private
ministry of the Word, and evangelism.
For more information, call 864-2695109. Send resume to Jon Orcutt, 324
Old Grove Road #10, Greenville, SC
29605.
(Paid Advertisement)

1-888-646-0038

A Christian Boarding
& Day School

Final lap for
homeschoolers
(Paid Advertisement)
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Reviews
A Faith Worth Sharing: A Lifetime of
Conversations about Christ, by C. John Miller.
Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian &
Reformed, 1999. 152 pp. $7.95. Reviewed by
Frank J. Smith.
This book, written by one of the more
noteworthy Presbyterian evangelists of the
twentieth century, was edited posthumously by
Dr. Millers daughters, Barbara and Roseann. In
an introductory note, they write: These are the
stories that Dad wanted to leave his family and
friends. They are stories of faith begun and faith
renewed, stories of how God changed people as
they heard the gospel from Dad, stories of his
failures and Gods successes. As we read this
book, we see that it is about the power of the
gospel to change anybodymen in a boarding
house, college students, drug-addicted
hitchhikers, successful businessmen, and even
Dad and his own family.
The book opens in San Francisco in 1948.
Just two months prior, Jack Miller had been
converted to Christ, and he was eager to share
his new-found faith. Now, in the Golden Gate
city, the young Christian soon realized that
communicating the Christian faith is more than
a matter of reasoning. . . . I, the intellectual college
student, had to learn to go where people really
were.
He was beginning to understand that he
needed to build friendships with people, while at
the same time not neglecting the message of the
cross. Through prayer, he discovered that the
Holy Spirit can give precisely what is needed:
the right combination of love and boldness as
we share with others the words of life.

Another lesson which Jack learned was that
what really convinces others of the truth of the
Christian message is not our perfection or our
rational arguments, but our willingness to love
them where they are and to introduce them to
our community of faith. God does not want us to
share our faith as independent supermen or
superwomen, but as brothers and sisters together
in Gods family.
But perhaps the most powerful lesson
to be gleaned from this volume has to do
with the pointed reminder that professing
Christians may not have a personal
relationship with the God of the universe.
Dr. Miller wrote: You cannot be a Christian
without any fruit of the Spirit. But by
humbling yourself and leaning on the
promises of grace, you can be sure you will
have the Spirit working these fruits in you.
As the Spirit breaks down your selfdependence and pride, you will become part
of a chain of grace. Other weak people will
see your thirsting and drinking of Christ
through faith in his gospel, and they will
want to drink too.
This book can be a very effective tool to
give to earnest seekers. This book will challenge
you, and warm your heart. If you need a spiritual
lift, A Faith Worth Sharing is worth reading.
[Although he died in 1996, Dr. Millers ministry
continues today through New Life Presbyterian
Church, Glenside, Pennsylvania, which he
founded; through several books which he wrote;
and through World Harvest Mission, which he
helped to found. A Faith Worth Sharing is
available at a discount from World Harvest
Mission: you may telephone WHM at 877-2559907, or contact them via email at
booktape@whm.org.Ed.]

Calvary Orthodox Presbyterian Church
Schenectady, New York
is seeking to call a Pastor who is:
·
A powerful preacher
·
A prayerful servant
·
Committed to Biblical worship
·
A teacher of the whole counsel of God
·
A shepherd with a heart for Gods people
·
A literal six-day creationist
·
Zealous to present the call to discipleship
·
The leader of a well-ordered household
·
Delighting in the Law of God
Pastor must be serious about preaching and teaching the distinctives
of the Reformed faith.
We are located in the scenic upstate area of New York. We are a
friendly, growing, financially solid, body of 100 adults, 60 children,
and 10 college students. We have a cross-section of professions
and employment. All children are home-schooled or Christianschooled. We love enthusiastic, expository, challenging and
convicting preaching of the Word.
Join us and lead us in proclaiming the Gospel and advancing the
Kingdom of Christ.
Pastoral Search Committee
Calvary Orthodox Presbyterian Church
1230 Rugby Road
Schenectady, NY 12308
Phone: 518-399-7222 e-mail: eclem@capital.net
Visit our web site: http://capital.net/com/calvary/
(Paid Advertisement)

The History of the Presbyterian Church
in America: The Silver Anniversary Edition,
by Frank J. Smith. Lawrenceville, Georgia:
Presbyterian Scholars Press, 1999. 607 pages,
index, appendixes. Reviewed by Dr. Roger
Schultz, Professor of History, Virginia
Intermont College, Bristol, Virginia.
For the past decade and a half Frank Smiths
The History of the Presbyterian Church in
America: The Continuing Church Movement
has been the standard treatment of the
denominations beginnings. When I became
a ministerial candidate in 1985 Presbytery
directed me to read Smiths book to learn
about the church and its roots, and over the
years I have given the same assignment to
others. The new edition of Smiths work will
prove to be even more valuable. It is the only
complete history of the denomination
available, and it is written from a vigorously
Reformed and confessional perspective. It is
unmatched in describing the PCAs origins,
its polity, the denominations theological
orientation, and its prospects for the future.
Smith is the prime authority for this
topic. A graduate of Covenant College
who has theological degrees from
Westminster Theological Seminary and
a Ph.D. in American History from
CUNY, Smith is an expert in Southern
Presbyterian history, theology and
polity.
As founding editor of
Presbyterian and Reformed News
(formerly PCA News), Smith has for
years chronicled developments within
the denomination.
The first edition of The
Presbyterian Church in America
covered the birth of the denomination,
and this historical material has been
updated and revised in the second
edition. The work thoroughly describes
critical issues in the southern
Presbyterian Church in the United
States and introduces major players in
the PCUSs renewal movement
(Presbyterian Journal, Presbyterian
Evangelistic Fellowship, Concerned
Presbyterians, etc.). The book also
reviews the evolving tactics and
polemics of these groups, outlines the
emerging rationale for a new
denomination, and gives historical
sketches of the leading presbyteries of
the continuing church movement.
I was particularly interested in
Westminster Presbytery, my home presbytery
and, according to Smith, the most conservative
presbytery in the PCA. (p.260) Westminster
Presbytery was organized early in 1973
under the leadership of Joe Morecraft and
other conservative ministersbefore the
PCA was formally organized. (Frank J. Smith
was received as a candidate by Westminster
Presbytery in May, 1973, making Smith the
first ministerial candidate of what would
become the PCA.)
The Presbytery was committed to the
Reformed standards. The founders of
Westminster Presbytery took an explicitly
strict subscriptionist position, Smith notes,
as they vowed to receive and adopt the
Westminster Standards in the plain sense of
the words according to the intentions of the
Westminster Divines. (p.248) It is difficult
to image a stronger position on confessional
authority. Some have argued that the PCAs
founders were unified only by an opposition
to liberalism, and that they were unaware of or
unconcerned with confessional and
subscription issues. While that may have
been true in some presbyteries, it was not true
of Westminster Presbytery, which
emphasized Reformed and confessional
integrity from the very beginning.
Smith finishes the discussion of
Westminster Presbytery by referring to its
current travails. The Presbytery has become
increasingly divided, between the
conservatives and the progressives. A
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majority of Presbytery recently sought to
divide the Westminster Presbytery along
theological lines, although the resolution was
defeated at the 2000 General Assembly.
Smith concludes: In a very real sense, the
theological tensions which have come to
characterize the denomination as a whole
have plagued her most conservative
presbytery. How the situation is resolved, or
not, may have profound implications for the
church as a whole. (p.260)
The biggest change in the new edition is
the addition of three hundred pages dealing
with the growth and evolution of the church.
Experiencing rapid growth over the last
quarter century (swelling from 260 churches,
196 ministers and 41,428 members in 1973 to
1404 churches, 2,815 ministers and 289,906
members in 1998p.570), the church faced
new challenges as well as serious growing
pains. Here Smith is at his best, chronicling
changes in the ecclesiastical power structure
and assessing the new trends in church
polity.
Presbyterian denominations have often

faced centralizing and bureaucratizing
pressures, frequently in association with
movements toward theological liberalism. To
prevent the consolidation of power in semiautonomous boards and agencies, for
instance, the old PCUS relied upon committees
which answered directly to the church. At its
inception, Smith argues, the PCA was
committed to being a grassroots church
and was suspicious of power elites. Though
the church initially established four permanent
committees (Administration, Mission to
North America, Mission to the World, and
Christian Education and Publications), the
committees were to have limited power and
were designed to answer directly to the
General Assembly.
Over time, however, the permanent
committees became increasingly powerful
and the balance of power in the denomination
changed. The Eleventh General Assembly
marked a significant change in the trend
toward centralization, Smith contends,
pointing to the appointment of an ad interim
committee in 1984, leading to sweeping
changes in the structure of the church.
(pp.282-3) Smith also gives careful coverage
of the hot issues involving the Administration
Committee at the General Assemblies of the
1990s: the legal audit, the PCA trademark/
servicemark dispute, and the Churches
Vitalized plan to overhaul the denominational
structure.
The PCA is well-known as a missionsoriented denomination. Starting with six
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missionaries in 1973, the church had 643 fulltime missionaries in 1998. (p.308) Yet Mission
to the World, the permanent committee
responsible for missions outreach, has had
its share of controversy. The Second General
Assembly witnessed a profound
philosophical and theological divide over the
direction of MTW, Smith shows, involving
cooperative agreements with autonomous
and mostly non-Reformed organizations.
(p.301) This revolutionary development
seriously threatened the Reformed foundation
of PCA missions. (p.301)
Mission to North America (originally
Mission to the United States) is the PCA
permanent committee with church planting
responsibility. Many associate MNA with
loose worship, faddish church-growth
techniques, and a corporate style of
leadership. But Smith demonstrates that the
early MUS had a commitment to a
traditional, even southern, understanding of
the church and its relationship to society
(p.311). An expert on historic Presbyterian
worship, Smith pays special attention to
MNA departures from biblical worship and
documents its creative strategies,

psychological methodologies, and
involvement with some bizarre church
planting works.
The section on Ecumenical Relations is
excellent, describing the PCAs dealing with
other denominations and organizations. The
book has full coverage of the RPCES merger
with the PCA, the PCAs on-again off-again
relationship with the OPC, the PCAs
misguided membership in the NAE, and the
thorny affair of the CRC and NAPARC. (For
those unfamiliar with PCA ecclesiastical
jargon and denominational acronyms, the
book even includes a helpful glossary.)
The strongest section of the book is the
treatment of theological trends in the PCA.
Smith offers a superb overview of
denominational doctrine which emphasizes
the PCAs confessional standards and the
issue of confessional subscription. Smith
spends nearly sixty pages discussing past
ecclesiastical cases and provides a
compendium of PCA judicial action. He also
traces the rise of the Standing Judicial
Commission, the elite corps which the
dominant party has used to impose its

Continued from page 3
We should all be glad that it did. In its
thoughtful report, the SJC majority has clarified
the views of TE Wood and contributed to the
health of his reputation. Even the concurring
opinion acknowledges that his July 1999
statement to TE Morton Smith and TE Joey
Pipa was careless and not a thoughtful
statement of his position. As the B&O and
the Assembly recognized, through the
intervention of a disinterested and respected
body such as the SJC, the Assembly could
best determine the basis of the controversy.
Either the views of Pastor Wood are such as
to warrant the institution of process, or the
controversy surrounding them should be
concluded.
Thanks be to God that the SJC was able
to move promptly and efficiently to the latter
conclusion. I have no doubt that its report
was the consummation of a constitutional
process, and I am also thankful that the 28th
General Assembly was willing to embark on
an unprecedented path in order to uphold that
process.Dan Carrell, Chairman of the
B&O Committee, James River Presbytery.

Assembly voted to concur with this
recommendation of the Bills and Overtures
Committee.
I am also troubled that certain members of
the SJC, knowing that the SJC is supposed to
act as General Assembly, would publically
state that the Assembly had erred. The SJC is
a commission of the General Assembly, it is
not an entity unto itself, separate from General
Assembly. Individual members of the SJC are
entitled to their private opinions, but once the
General Assembly had concluded that
Tennessee Valley Presbytery had not acted
and instructed the SJC to hear the case, then
that was the decision of the Court.
It is not the place of the SJC to reprimand the
General Assembly. This concurring opinion
suggests an attitude of elitism. Statements
such as this concurring opinion do nothing
to bolster confidence in the SJC and indeed,
are troubling to the extent that they add fuel
to the the fire in those good brothers who
face a painful decision whether or not to stay
in the PCA.T. Mark Duncan, Mississippi
Valley Presbytery.

I am greatly saddened and troubled by
the concurring opinion released by the SJC.
As a member of the Bills and Overtures
Committee of Commissioners I am confident
the committee had sufficient information to
determine that we had grounds under BCO
34-1 to recommend to the Assembly to take
original jurisdiction of the case. In fact, we
discussed that very question carefully and
extensively. As a result of the committees
discussion, we concluded that Tennessee
Valley Presbytery had not acted sufficiently
to deal with what we believed to be a serious
doctrinal matter which had the potential to
strike at the vitals of our precious Church.
The B&O Committee, of course, knew that
Tennessee Valley Presbytery had investigated
the matter and had made certain
determinations regarding the case. The
committee concluded, after much debate, that
if Tennessee Valley Presbyterys dealings in
the John Wood case constituted action then
BCO 34-1 would be meaningless. It would
mean that the General Assembly would be
powerless to take original jurisdiction in any
situation of doctrinal heresy or public scandal
as long as the Presbytery did something, no
matter how superficial or no matter how
doctrinally or morally wrong. An
overwhelming majority of the Bills and
Overtures Committee believed that Tennessee
Valley Presbytery did NOT act and the General

Reading both what was reported in the
article and the concurring opinion, my sense
of being in a quagmire of legalese vocabulary
was heightened when I came to the point
where a Websters dictionary definition of the
verb act appears. That was disappointing
enough.
However, when I read the passage cited
above, my heart really sank. For if Miss Eures
ACTION be accepted in PCA churches and
agencies, and most recently considered
acceptable by our General Assembly, then
woe indeed to the PCA. Miss Eures action is
not acceptable at all, according to 2 Timothy
2:12.
As far as the statement by the SJC six
that certain information was available to the
Bills and Overtures Committee of
Commissioners of the 28th General Assembly,
if they had made proper inquiry, I would
protest as a member of that Committee of
Commissioners. Inquiry into the case that was
not only proper but extensive was made.
The very existence of the SJC seems
questionable to this writer, and he humbly and
respectfully offers to his brother PCA elders
that it has erred in the Cedar Springs Church
matter, and appears to be contributing to the
unusually rapid demise of a once faithful
Reformed communion.Keith Graham, New
Jersey Presbytery.
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unusual brand of polity and doctrine on the
PCA. (p.448) In the chapter on PCA polity,
Smith points to denominational misdirections
and problems with church structure, and later
argues that the failure to proof-text the Book
of Church Order was one of the most
significant events in the history of the PCA.
(p.531) An expert on regulative principle and
a critic of experimental worship, Smith has a
powerful chapter on worship.
I was
fascinated, for instance, with Smiths
discussion of the fuzzy official status of the
PCAs Directory of Worship (p.501) A whole
chapter is given to womens issues, since
Smith believes that it is a litmus test and may
well indicate in what direction the PCA is
going on a whole variety of issues. (p.529)
The recent case involving John Wood and
Tennessee Valley Presbytery suggests that
Smith is correct.
Smith writes from a consistently
conservative and Reformed perspective, selfconsciously rooted in a southern, Old
School, strict-subscription confessionalist
tradition. The work is thorough, including
sections on history, theology, polity, and
contemporary issues, as well as numerous
documentary and statistical appendixes. It is
a book that every church officer in the PCA
needs to acquire and study. The exhaustive
treatment and faithful perspective of Smiths
History of the Presbyterian Church in
America will make it the standard and
authoritative source of PCA history for a
generation.
Smiths final analysis is excellent. He
argues that there is a fight for the soul of the
denomination. In the nineteenth century the
struggle was between the New School and
the Old School. In the old PCUS, Aiken
Taylor differentiated between Liberals,
Middle-of-the-Roaders, and Conservatives.

Some contend that the current division in the
PCA is between the TRs (the truly
Reformed) and the BEs (the broadly
evangelical). Smith argues that the real
separation in the PCA is between the
principled and the pragmatic, the judicialists
and the experientialists, and the objectivists
and subjectivists. (On the one hand are those
who stress an objective gospel, Smith notes,
in which the imputed righteousness of
Jesus Christ forms the basis for mans
justification. On the other hand are those
who hold to a subjective gospel, stressing
instead the relational elements of the faith.)
Ultimately, Smith argues, the central
issue is the sufficiency of scripture and how
scripture it is applied (or not) to issues before
the church. The root issue is that of the
practical import of the Protestant doctrine of
sola scriptura. The battle over the Bible in
the PCA, then, is not one over the inerrancy
of Scripture, but over its sufficiency. (p.531)
Smith concludes with a pertinent
challenge. [T]he hope for institutional
survival may be a simple as a sincere resolve
to follow the denominations Constitutional
standards, particularly the Confession of
Faith and Catechisms.
A societys
constitution forms the basis for living within
that society; a societys refusal to enforce its
own rules and standards leads to chaos and,
ultimately, death. The PCA has come into
existence by Gods gracious plan. How long
she survives. . . will depend on how much she
remains in line with her motto: True to
Scripture, the Reformed Faith, and Obedient
to the Great Commission of Jesus Christ.
(p.556)
[This review was prepared for the Christian
Observer magazine, and is printed here by
kind permission.Ed.]

(Paid Advertisement)
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News from the Presbyteries

Central Carolina

The 83rd stated meeting of Central
Carolina Presbytery was held at Goshen
Presbyterian Church, Belmont, North Carolina,
on October 28, 2000. The Rev. Tom Henry
preached from Luke 15, after which there was
a season of prayer.
Messrs. John Estorge, Daniel Kang, and
Roland Garretson were received under care
as ministerial candidates.
Messrs. Chris Bower, Giorgio Hiatt, and
Mark Upton were examined and approved for
ordination. Mr. Bower has a call from Carolina
Presbyterian Church, Locust, North Carolina,
as an assistant pastor; and Messrs. Hiatt and
Upton were called as assistant pastors at Christ
Covenant Church, Matthews, North Carolina.
During Mr. Hiatts examination, a substitute
motion was made and seconded that his exam
not be approved and that he come back with
certainty on his view of creation; the
substitute motion failed on a standing vote.
Messrs. Howie Burkhalter, James Byers,
Mike Kuhn, and Jeff Miller were examined and
licensed to preach. An internship was
initiated for Mr. Jim Blalack at Sovereign Grace
Presbyterian Church, Charlotte. The
candidacy of Ruling Elder Daniel Jarstfer from
Southern New England Presbytery was
transferred.
A complaint by Mr. Ben Knox was found
to be in order; as the court prepared to hear
the complaint, Mr. Knox arose to withdraw
the complaint.
It was moved and seconded to rescind
the action of Presbytery in approving the
report of the Ben Knox Commission (i.e.,
the commission which heard a prior complaint
from Mr. Knox regarding the scandal at Back
Creek Presbyterian Church, Mt. Ulla, North
Carolina). After some discussion, the motion
to rescind carried unanimously.
It was moved, seconded, and approved
that the Assistant Moderator re-appoint the
same Commission to adjudicate the original
complaint, and that the Commission be granted
power to investigate all matters surrounding
the issue, and may recommend indictments
to the Session, if necessary. The Rev. Lonnie
Barnes and the Rev. Steve Stout abstained
from the vote, as members of the Commission.
Spread upon the minutes of the
Presbytery was a protest from the Rev. Alex
Coblentz, former pastor of the Back Creek
Presbyterian Church. Mr. Coblentz protested
the fact that the Presbytery violated the Book
of Church Order in not properly hearing the
first complaint. He protested that the
substance of the matter was allowed to be
squelched and led the court to turn a deaf
ear to the most significant part of the
commissions report without allowing

opportunity for response or rebuttal. The
protest states: Documentation is readily
available . . . which clearly demonstrates that
the checks which the Back Creek Session gave
Mr. Tom Corriher receipts for in July, 2000,
had already been taken into account, and that
their sum fell considerably short of the total
funds that are unaccountable. The protestor
continues: I PROTEST the audacity of the
Session of Back Creek Church in bearing false
witness to the Back Creek Congregation . . .,
and (in Mr. [Bill] Saxons presentation) to
Central Carolina Presbytery by alleging that
the checks received from Mr. Corriher in April,
1997, and prior years, constitute the final word
on the matter of restitution. These checks
do not represent all of the funds he was
charged with stealing, nor can they in any
way be the final word in this matter. The
protest concluded: Fathers and Brothers: The
goal of all church discipline is the restoration
of the brother who has gone astray. A man
who is shielded in his wrongdoing by his own
Session will not be moved toward repentance
any more than an adulterer who is allowed to
continue living in sin.
This latest action of the Back Creek
Session, and the inaction of Central Carolina
Presbytery, will not serve to bring about a
heart of Zaccheus in Mr. Corriher.
It was moved to remove an overture from
the Rev. Dan Bartel from the table, but the
motion died for lack of a second. The overture
therefore remains on the table.
Presbytery appointed a Local
Arrangements Committee for General
Assembly, as follows: Dan King, Steve Stout,
David Frierson, Tom Henry, Bernie Lawrence,
Paul English, Jim Mitchell, and Mary Nell
Coblentz (WIC advisory member). Estimated
expenses for hosting the 2003 General
Assembly are $26,000.
Presbytery authorized the Treasurer to
spend up to $10,000 for printing and mailing.
The court approved the 2001 budget. The
court approved $162,800 for its Mission to
North America (MNA) Committee; $27,676 for
Administration; and $7,500 for its other
committees (Candidates, Credentials,
Christian Education, Mission to the World,
Nominations,
Sessional
Records,
Shepherding, and Stewardship).
The trustees overseeing the sale of the
property of the former South Point
Presbyterian Church, Gastonia, North
Carolina, reported that $119,920 had been
realized from the sale. Special thanks were
expressed to the attorney, Sam Wilson, who
prepared the deed at no cost; Elder Paul
Ratchford of the South Point Church; and
Diane Shehane of Century 21, Westside Realty.
The MNA Committee was instructed to
consider usage of funds and bring back

Greenville Seminary Announces
Conference on Sanctification

Springtime meeting will feature debate on Sonship
Taylors, South CarolinaGreenville Presbyterian Theological Seminar has announced its
annual Spring Theology Conference. The conference will be held on the seminary campus in the
Greenville suburb of Taylors, March 6-8, 2001.
Designed to refresh and encourage the Church, special attention is given to
encouraging ministers and ruling elders for the work of ministry.
The conference topic for this year is Sanctification: Growing in Grace. As in years
past, there will be a conference debate. The Sonship curriculum will be critiqued by
Joseph Pipa. Dr. Neil Williams of World Harvest Mission will present the affirmative.
As of press time, Rev. Al Martin, a Reformed Baptist pastor from New Jersey, Ian
Hamilton, a pastor from Cambridge, England, and Joseph Pipa, president of Greenville
Seminary are confirmed to speak. For more information or to receive a conference
brochure, you may contact Greenville Seminary at 864/322-2717.

recommendations to the next meeting of
Presbytery.
Presbytery approved the change in call
to the Rev. Clint Dowda from assistant to
associate pastor at Redeemer PCA, WinstonSalem, North Carolina. The court authorized
a short-term health insurance policy (60 days)
for the Rev. Tom Shields.
Upon recommendation of the
Shepherding Committee, the court voted that
a change of view on the Lords Day by the
Rev. Bill Heard is an acceptable exception.
Formerly, he had taken essentially a Puritan
view of the Lords Day, with an exception for
light recreation. However, after prolonged
study, prayer, reflection and talking with
others, his view has now changed to that
which is close to Calvins view as expressed
in his Institutes, II, vii.
Presbytery urged churches to participate
in the 2001 Kingdom Campaign at Carolina
Presbyterian Church, Locust, North Carolina,
on February 16-17, 2001. The churches were
also asked to to pray for the Kingdom
Campaign during each morning worship
service in January.

Eastern Carolina
The 82nd Stated Meeting of Eastern
Carolina was held at Redeemer Presbyterian
Church, Raleigh, North Carolina, on July 15,
2000. The Moderator, Carl Brannan, presided.
Licentiate Ben Inman, a candidate for
ordination, preached at the opening worship.
The court considered a complaint by the
Rev. Byron Curtis, professor at Geneva
College, against prior action which had
restricted him from teaching as true his
exceptions to the churchs standards. It was
moved and seconded not to sustain the
complaint. During discussion, the chair ruled
that Mr. Curtis cannot be asked what he
teaches in the classroom. The chairs ruling
was challenged, and was sustained, 20-15.
A substitute motion was moved, that the
Presbytery sustain the complaint with the
understanding that ECP [Eastern Carolina
Presbytery] has the right on proper occasions
to restrict teaching as true, exceptions taken
to our confessional standards that would
disturb the peace, purity, and unity of the
church. The substitute motion failed, 18-19.
The chair ruled that Mr. Curtis would
have the last word in debate. Upon challenge,
the chair was sustained, 12-8.
The motion not to sustain the complaint
failed; Messrs. Ron Gilbert, Fred Hofland,
Gordon Crompton, and Ray Wells recorded
their affirmative votes.
The motion to sustain the complaint and
to grant the requested relief carried, 25-12. The
amends were to render null and void Eastern
Carolinas decision of November 7, 1998, in
hearing and sustaining Jeff Blacks complaint;
and to render null and void the Presbyterys
prohibition of the same date against Mr.
Curtis. Messrs. Gilbert, Hofland, and
Crompton recorded their negative votes.
Earlier in the meeting, a motion was made
to give to Dr. Dominic Aquila of
PCANEWS.COM information about the
outcome of the Curtis complaint. The motion
died for lack of a second. [Editors note:
Shortly after the Presbytery meeting,
information regarding the sustaining of the
complaint appeared on the official PCA web
magazine.]
Mr. Inman, having been called as a
campus minister at North Carolina State
University, was examined for ordination. He
listed four concerns regarding his

subscription to the Westminster Standards:
1. The venerated language of procession
to describe the hypostatic distinction of the
Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son
remains opaque to me. I do not fault the
language, nor do I think it inappropriate to
use; however, I regard it as less than satisfying.
I have no suggestion for alternative
language.
2. The Confession makes an exegetical
assertion that the language of Testament is
frequently used in Scripture to identify the
Covenant of grace. I demur. Without question
the qualities associated with irrevocability
based on the testators death are frequently
in evidence in Scripture, but the particular and
formal use of a specifically testamentary
conception cannot be associated with the
actual vocabulary employed.
3. The standards divide the two tables of
the law between the fourth and fifth
commandments. I disagree based on the
textual expansions which seem to accompany
the first five commands and what I take as
Pauls definitive description of human sin in
Romans 12:1 . . . . I would also point to the
uniform Biblical call for persons in authority
to minister Gods Word, particularly parents.
I see no resultant change in my exposition of
Gods law which diverges from the Standards.
4. The Standards specifically limit the
administration of the Sacraments to Ministers
which I take to be teaching elders in our
parlance. I cannot satisfy my mind that the
sacraments under the joint power of a court
cannot be administered by the several power
of any ordained elder under the dispensation
of the responsible court. Regardless of ECPs
judgment, I regard this as a significant
disagreement and will not promulgate it;
instead, I will explore this in the courts of the
church. I frankly expect that my pause is more
ignorance than principle.
His theology exam was approved with
two exceptions, viz., with regard to the
division of the Decalogue, and with regard to
the administration of the sacraments. A
motion to forbid Mr. Inman from teaching, as
true, these exceptions. In the place of that
motion, a substitute was moved, seconded,
and carried, as follows: (1) That we instruct
Mr. Inman to engage in further study on this
issue [i.e., regarding the administration of the
sacraments]; (2) That we instruct Mr. Inman
to exercise great care in teaching or discussing
this matter with those who sit under his
ministry; (3) That Mr. Inman report on his
progress on this issue at the July 2003 stated
meeting of ECP.
The Rev. Randy Jenkins, formerly a
member of the court, was transferred from
Calvary Presbytery. He is being called as a
tent-making church planter for Wilson, North
Carolina.
The candidacy of Mr. Daniel Kirk was
transferred from Philadelphia Presbytery, and
his internship plan at Church of the Good
Shepherd, Durham, North Carolina, was
approved.
The court released Emmanuel Ministries,
headed by the Rev. Jim OBrien, to the Session
of Locktown Presbyterian Church,
Flemington, New Jersey, where Mr. OBrien
has been called as Pastor. He was also
transferred to New Jersey Presbytery.
The Presbytery accepted the responses
of several churches to exceptions taken to
their minutes. However, two of five exceptions
taken to the minutes of Christ Presbyterian
Church, Winterville, North Carolina, were not
addressed, pending a Constitutional inquiry
reference sent up to the General Assembly
Committee on Constitutional Business. The
Constitutional inquiry is as follows: Does a
Session or the Moderator of a Congregational
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Meeting have the authority to require a greater
vote than that required by the Book of Church
Order for the call of a pastor or for the
dissolution of a pastoral relationship or for
the election of a church officer? That is, may
the provision of BCO 20-4 and 24-4, a
majority of all the voters present shall be
required to elect, be made more restrictive?
The court voted not to accept the
response of the Church of the Good Shepherd
Session to the exception of substance taken
to their 1998 minutes.
The Special Committee to Recommend
Changes in Conduct of Meetings was
dismissed.
The Presbytery granted the Rev. Bill
Bivans permission to labor within its
geographical bounds for six months with a
view toward laying a foundation for planting
a church in the beach community of Brunswick
County, North Carolina, in 2001-2002.
Presbytery approved the call of Peace
Presbyterian Church, Cary, North Carolina, to
the Rev. Doug Peterson as Associate Pastor.
Presbytery received the report of the
Commission to Handle the Pastoral
Dissolution Between Grace Presbyterian
Church [Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina] and
Ted Trefsgar. The congregational vote to
request the dissolution of the pastoral
relationship was 12-10; and Mr. Trefsgar did
not, initially, acquiesce in the dissolution.
After several meetings of the commission, Mr.
Trefsgar did consent to the dissolution, and a
severance package was approved.

Great Lakes
The Stated Fall Meeting of Great Lakes
Presbytery was held on Friday and Saturday,
October 13-14, 2000 at Christ Church in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and convened on Friday.
In the absence of the current moderator,
the previous moderator of Great Lakes
Presbytery, RE William Billings, called the
meeting to order. Rev. Walter Lorenz, the pastor
of Christ Church, led the singing of Immortal,
Invisible, God Only Wise and the reading of
Philippians 2:1-11. A season of prayer
followed.
The Stated Clerk read the reports of the
commission that installed Arthur Ames as
Associate Pastor at Grace Presbyterian
Church (Hudson, Ohio) and of the
commission that organized Providence
Presbyterian Church in Fort Wayne IN.
With respect to the executive committee,
the actions to release TE Michael Van Arsdale
and TE Wayne Larson were approved and
the action to release and subsequently return
TE David McKay to Great Lakes Presbytery
was approved.
The committee to investigate the
complaint against the Session of South
Dayton Presbyterian Church found resolution
of the complaint without process. The Stated
Clerk read a letter of explanation from the Clerk
of Session of South Dayton. The Church and
Ministerial Welfare committee was requested
to continue pastoral care in South Dayton.
The Stated Clerk, TE David Dively, noted
in his report that an overture from the Session
of the Church of the Covenant (Cincinnati,
Ohio) with respect to the interpretation of the
phrase in the space of six days in
Westminster Confession 4.1 was postponed
until the Stated January Meeting, as well as
action on amendments to the Book of Church
Order.
The report of the fraternal delegates from
the Great Lakes Presbytery to the September
meeting of the Michigan and Ontario
Presbytery of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church was distributed.
On motion the Corporate resolution to
open an account at AG Edwards for
processing stock donations was adopted.
The Presbytery then moved to consider
a special order of the day, an overture from
the Session of Grace Presbyterian Church

(Hudson, Ohio) to form two presbyteries out
of Great Lakes Presbytery.
On motion Presbytery resolved into a
committee of the whole to consider the
forming of a second Presbytery. RE Fred Greco
chaired the committee. After arising from the
committee of the whole, the overture was
passed by a unanimous vote.
The Presbytery then moved to consider
a second Special Order of the Day, a complaint
from TE David Sarafolean (Midland, MI)
against the Presbyterys allowing an exception
with respect to BCO 58-4 to TE Tom Stein
(Richmond, IN). Both the issue of the complaint
and the underlying theological issue were
discussed at length by the Presbyters in a
committee of the whole. The Presbytery voted
33 to 16 in favor of sustaining the complaint,
and TEs Zachary Eswine (Hudson, OH) and
Thomas Vanden Heuvel (Holland, MI) were
asked by the Stated Clerk to address
additional questions or concerns that TE Stein
might have.
On the next Order of the Day, Treasurer
Ian Edwards was introduced before
Presbytery and Oliver Claassen of Reformed
Bible College was introduced to recommend
the college before Presbytery.
On motion Presbytery recessed at 6:10
PM for dinner with prayer by the moderator.
An evening worship service was held,
with Licentiate Jim Furey preaching upon
Philippians 2:1-11, Humility with a Purpose.
TE Walter Lorenz presided over the Lords
Supper.
Moderator RE William Billings
reconvened Presbytery at 8:10 am on Saturday,
with the singing of Our God, Our Help in
Ages Past, the reading of Philippians 4:4-9,
and prayer.
Under the Candidates and Credentials
Report, TE Chris Harper led in prayer and gave
the report. Milan Norgauer from Christ
Church, Grand Rapids MI, was introduced to
come under care. Having met all the BCO
requirements, Mr. Norgauer was examined in
Christian experience and call to the ministry.
The examination was arrested and the
candidate excused. Both parts of his
examination were sustained, and he was
enrolled as a candidate for the gospel ministry.
He was asked the candidacy questions per
BCO 18-3. TE Walter Lorenz charged the
candidate and offered prayer.
Steven Simmons letter with respect to
laboring outside of ecclesiastical bounds per
request of Presbytery was received and he
was enrolled as a member of Great Lakes
Presbytery. Michael Van Arsdales resignation
as a candidate from Great Lakes Presbytery
was accepted, as he has no call.
TE David Wallover from Philadelphia
Presbytery, called to Harvest Presbyterian
Church, Medina OH, appeared before
Presbytery to transfer. Mr. Wallover was
examined concerning his Christian experience
and his views in theology, the Sacraments and
Book of Church Order according to BCO 136. The exam was arrested and Mr. Wallover
was excused.
The exceptions of TE Wallover
(Document J) were considered:
An exception to keeping the Sabbath
(WCF 21.8) was allowed.
An exception to WCF 4.1 was allowed.
An exception to BCO 7-2 was granted
for belief but not practice.
On motion his examinations were
approved. On motion his call from Harvest
was determined to be in order and Mr.
Wallover accepted the call. On motion he will
be enrolled in Great Lakes Presbytery pending
his release from Philadelphia Presbytery.
On motion the following commission was
appointed to install Mr. Wollover: TEs
Stephen Resch, Art Ames and Zach Eswine;
REs Mitch Brown, Dave Beard, and Fred
Greco; visiting brothers Mike Van Arsdale and
Bob Ingram.
Requests to continue to labor out-ofbounds were approved: James Pfeiffer to labor
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out of geographical and ecclesiastical
bounds; and, Chris Harper out of geographical
bounds.
Committee member Chuck Hickey
requests the churches to refrain from having
men move into the field before examination
by Presbytery. If there are unusual
circumstances the session should contact the
Candidates and Credentials Committee
beforehand.
Licentiate candidate Mr. Furey appeared
before Presbytery. He was examined on his
Christian experience, call to ministry, English
Bible, theology and BCO. The exam was
arrested and the candidate was dismissed. On
separate motions all areas of his exam were
sustained and on motion it was determined
he be enrolled as a licentiate.
When Mr. Furey returned, the Moderator
asked him the questions from BCO 19-3,
presented a charge from BCO 19-4, and offered
prayer.
Under the report of the committee on
nominations, TE Steve Resch led in prayer
and gave the report.
On motion Article V.A. of the Bylaws of
the Great Lakes Presbytery, concerning the
make-up of the permanent committees, will be
suspended for 1 year. It is recognized that
this action obviates the need for amendment
of the bylaws per previous motion. On motion
the nominations for the permanent
committees were adopted. The Executive
Committee was empowered to fill in committee
positions still vacant. The recommendation
to receive nominations for the positions of
Stated Clerk and Recording Clerk until
November 15, 2000 and subsequently
distribute ballots before the January 2001
meeting was approved. TE Dan Clay was
nominated for the position of Moderator for
2001.
Under the report of the Committee on
Mission to the World, RE Tim Ling led in prayer
and gave the report. Satoshi and Cally
Kawachi were introduced to Presbytery as
missionaries approved by MTW and under
care of TE Thomas Vanden Heuval. TE Tim
Kirk introduced WIC President Martha Moore
to report to Presbytery and distribute resource
materials. Barry Klaassen from International
Theological Education Ministries reported on
evangelism efforts in Russia.
Under the report of the committee on
stewardship, TE Jan Dykshoorn led in prayer
and the budget for 2001 was approved.
Under the report of the committee on
review of session minutes, TE Max Forsythe
led in prayer and gave the report.
The recommendations of the committee
to approve minutes was adopted and churches
which failed to submit minutes in 2000 are to
present them at the January meeting. The
committee will review the constitutions and
by-laws of all churches in 2001 and are
requested to submit copies. Tulip.org is a web
site that has resource material including
principles and practices, sample minutes,
constitutions, and by-laws available.
Fred Greco, Correspondent

Louisiana
The sixty-fourth stated meeting of
Louisiana Presbytery was held at the Pineville
Orthodox Presbyterian Church on October 21,
2000. The Rev. Marcus Rench led the worship
service.
The Rev. Ken Roth reported that more
military personnel from Fort Polk have been
attending the DeRidder (La.) Presbyterian
Church. The Rev. Jeff Steel reported that
several new families have been attending the
meetings at the budding mission work (Christ
Covenant) in Bossier City, Louisiana.
It was reported that building renovation
problems have continued at the Auburn
Avenue Presbyterian Church, Monroe,
Louisiana. The John Knox Presbyterian

Church in Ruston, Louisiana, is growing with
new students attending. There is need for a
youth worker at the Delhi (La.) Presbyterian
Church. The student worker is not able to
continue with First Presbyterian Church,
Stamps, Arkansas; the congregation is in need
of a ruling elder or retired pastor to preach or
exhort (the only ruling elder at the church has
a recurrence of cancer). Grace Presbyterian
Church, Shreveport, and Acadiana
Presbyterian Church, Lafayette, both reported
the loss of several members.
The court removed a recommendation
from the Review of Session Records
Committee, which would have exhorted the
Sessions not providing their 1999 Minutes as
of the date of this meeting . . . to be more
faithful in this task and be instructed to submit
same to the Committee by November 15, 2000.
However, the court did adopt a
recommendation that all Sessions be
reminded of their obligation to timely submit
their 2000 minutes for review to the Committee
in accordance with BCO 12-7 and Louisiana
Presbytery Standing Rule 4.9. All Sessions
are reminded that their records MUST include
updated lists of membership rolls and annual
budgets approved and adopted by the
Session.
The report on the budget shows a balance
on January 1, 2000, of $26,347.75, and on
September 30, 2000, of $31,520.41, with another
$714.70 in the Women in the Church account.
Mr. Roth was elected Moderator for the
year 2001. The Rev. Dr. James Jones, Jr., was
re-elected as Stated Clerk, and Mr. Volney
Pierce was elected Treasurer.
The meeting, which began at 9:30 AM,
was adjourned at 11:52 AM.

North Georgia
On August 29, 2000, a called meeting of
North Georgia Presbytery was held at Intown
Community Church, Atlanta, Georgia. The
Rev. Dr. Charles Frost, Moderator, presided.
The Rev. Lyle Caswell was transferred
from Queensland Presbytery in Australia to
become a Mission to the World Impact
recruitment director. The Rev. Paul Patrick
was transferred from First Presbytery of the
Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church to
become Associate Pastor at Smyrna (Ga.)
Presbyterian Church.
Presbytery dissolved the pastoral
relationship between the Rev. Tom Irby and
Harvester Presbyterian Church, Douglasville,
Georgia.
The Presbytery rescinded a portion of its
July 15, 2000, judgment against the Rev. Louis
Wilson. The court erected a Commission to
work with Mr. Wilson (and Mrs. Wilson, if she
is willing), the staff, Session, and
congregation of Redemption Fellowship
Presbyterian Church, Fayetteville, Georgia.
The court permitted Mr. Wilson to minister to
and perform memorial service for Redemption
Fellowship member Gina Nowell who has endstage terminal liver cancer; said services in
accord with her wishes. The Presbytery
publicly endorsed the Rev. Michael Higgins,
an Associate Pastor at New City Fellowship,

Quotes from the
Quorums
The following was heard on the floor
of Westminster Presbytery during the
examination of a minister for transfer.
Do you have any exceptions to our
Confessional Standards? No. Is that your
final answer?
Do you think that its all right for a
woman to do solos or duets in public worship
. . .? I dont think a man should do that!
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Chattanooga, Tennessee, to serve as Stated
Supply at Redemption Fellowship. The
Presbytery, which licensed Mr. Higgins at this
meeting, also approved him to serve as Interim
Pastor until the spring stated meeting of North
Georgia Presbytery.
The Stated Clerk was instructed to write
New City Fellowship pastors, officers, and
members (with copies to Tennessee Valley
Presbytery and the PCA News Office)
thanking them for their gracious, sacrificial and
Christ-honoring ministries to Redemption
Fellowship.
The Presbytery urged its member
churches to gather around their Redemption
Fellowship brothers and sisters by assisting
them with on-going, fervent prayer, and that
Presbytery churches assist Redemption
Fellowship financially by contributing (over
and above their regular Presbytery support)
to a $25,000.00 Emergency Reserve. The
Presbytery Treasurer is authorized to disburse
to Redemption Fellowship from this Reserve
upon authorization by the Shepherding
Committee Chairman. If an increase in giving
at RF renders the gifts unnecessary, then the
gifts given would go to help support the
church planting apprentices until they are
supported by their new ministries.

Westminster
The one hundred and first stated meeting
of Westminster Presbytery met at Walnut Hill
Presbyterian Church, Bristol, Tennessee, on
October 14, 2000. The Rev. John Whitner
preached on the communion of the saints,
and the host pastor, the Rev. Ed Crook,
administered the sacrament of communion.
The current Moderator, Ruling Elder Nat
Kelley, was re-elected as Moderator.
Pursuant to action taken at the called
meeting on September 12, 2000, Presbytery
elected a Committee on Presbytery Order.
The court approved the report of the
Haysi Judicial Commission. The Session of
the Dickenson First Presbyterian Church of
Haysi, Virginia, had referred a potential judicial
matter to the Presbytery. After several months
of investigations and labors, the Commission
which Presbytery had appointed reported that
it had excommunicated Mrs. Robin Belcher
for contumacy. She had been charged with
violating the seventh commandment in
leaving her husband and family without
Biblical reasons; violating Matthew 18:25-35
and other Scriptures in refusing to forgive her
husband; and violating Ecclesiastes 5:1-6 and
other Scriptures in breaking her marriage vows
to her husband and her vows to the church.
The Rev. Henry Johnson presented his

SUPPORTERS
ALABAMA

EBENEZER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2478 Hobbs Island Road/Huntsville
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
Bible Study, Wednesday, 7:00 PM
Fellowship Supper, 2nd Wednesday, 6:30 PM
(205)883-7298
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1400 Evangel Drive/Huntsville
S.S., 11:10 AM; Worship, 9:30 AM/6:00 PM
(205)830-5754
TALUCAH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2374 Talucah Road/Valhermoso Springs
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 10:45 AM
(205)778-8288

ARIZONA

DESERT SPRINGS PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1555 W. Overton Road/Tucson
S.S., 9:20 AM; Worship, 10:30 AM
(520)742-8990
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The Rev. Brent Bradley presented his
complaint against the refusal of Westminster ecclesiastical unity. The overture called for
Presbytery to receive the Rev. R. C. Sproul, Jr. a special meeting of the Presbytery on complaint against the action of the Presbytery
The Presbytery denied the complaint. Mr. November 11, 2000, from 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM, in its failure to cite as an exception to our
Johnson and the Rev. Jim Reedy asked that featuring six sermons and six times of prayer, constitution TE Rick Searles views on the
with three Old School men and three New revelatory gifts of the Holy Spirit and also
their negative votes be recorded.
Presbytery voted to give $1,000 to the School men preaching. The Overtures and its failure to instruct Mr. Searles not to teach
Rev. Curtis Stapleton, campus minister at East Judicial Business (O&JB) Committee or propagate his views on the Sabbath to
Tennessee State University,
which he took exception
from his support account for
and which Presbytery
the purpose of using that
noted as exceptions to the
toward a downpayment on a
Constitution of the
home. He was also granted
Presbyterian Church in
a 7 percent salary increase,
America. The complaint
beginning in January 2001.
referred to a previous
It
was
moved,
General
Assembly
seconded, and carried to
decision, in making the
allow the Stated Clerk to
case that the PCA
send copies of Presbytery
Constitutional Standards
minutes relative to RUF
do not allow for a type of
ministry at ETSU to
continuing revelation that
Reformed
University
is not canonical Scripture
Ministry offices in Atlanta,
(which is complete) but is
per their request.
more than mere illumination
It
was
moved,
and providence; a type of
seconded, and carried to
non-authoritative, nonappoint three members of
canonical, . . . nonPresbytery as ad hoc
revelatory revelation.
members of the Tennessee
Presbytery denied the
Joint Committee on RUF
complaint.
Messrs.
Campus Ministry for one
Bradley,
Johnson,
and
Walnut Hill Presbyterian Church, Bristol, Tennessee
year. The three appointed are
Reedy recorded their
Ruling Elders Ken Smith and Jerry Harr and recommended that, with slight emendation, negative votes.
the Rev. Pat Parham.
the overture be approved.
The Rev. Pat Parham presented his
Two overtures regarding conflict in the
The second overture was from complaint regarding the manner in which
Presbytery were received. One overture, from Westminster Presbyterian Church, Kingsport, Presbytery handled the Michael Byers cases.
Trinity Presbyterian Church, Tazewell, Virginia, Tennessee, which asked for a series of open Mr. Parham wrote that the Presbytery had
stating that the Presbytery, along with the forums to discuss, in light of Scripture and overturned the excommunication of Mr. Byers
PCA, is experiencing great division and the confessional standards, various on a technicality, without considering the
turmoil, called for a day of prayer, fasting, theological issues which have been identified particulars; this, the complaint maintained,
and preaching. The overture said that the by the Committee on Resolution of Conflict does not do justice to our Lords instructions
Lord tells us that division is not something as dividing the Presbytery. The O&JB in Matthew 18. Furthermore, In a matter
that is good or desirable for His church; that Committee also recommended that this this complex, regardless of whether the
the Apostle Paul writing by the Holy Spirit overture be approved.
[Meadow Creek] Session or Mr. Byers is finally
declared that it is not good for us to be of
The Presbytery, via a substitute motion, found to be in the right, sin has occurred.
different minds and that our God was at work voted to refer both recommendations to the This has been alleged on the floor of
that we might be of the same mind according Committee on Conflict Resolution for Presbytery by many Presbyters. If this is the
to Christ Jesus; that the Lord warns us consideration and recommendation to case, Presbytery in order to be true to
against the destruction that will surely come Presbytery as to a useful format for prayer, Scripture, must investigate, identify the
upon any house that is divided; that the sermons, discussion and debates concerning particular sins and call for repentance from
Lord tells us of the great blessing for His those matters which divide us.
those in error (Galatians 6:1). Presbytery
people to dwell together in unity; and that
The O&JB recommended that a sustained the complaint, and referred it to the
we believe that if we do not humble communication from the Session of Meadow Committee on Conflict Resolution,
ourselves before the Lord of glory, and if He Creek Presbyterian Church, Greeneville, empowered as a judicial commission for the
is not pleased to give us revival and Tennessee, styled a dissent, not be spread purpose of investigating and adjudicating all
reformation, the PCA will surely be torn apart. on the minutes, based on a finding that matters with regard to this situation.
Torn apart not only in its present and growing language of the dissent was disrespectful to
Presbytery removed Mr. Jason Smith as
state of practical disunity (strife and suspicion the court. The communication states that the a ministerial candidate, since he has now joined
and secret caucuses and meetings to plan how Meadow Creek Session cannot comply with the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church.
our side can somehow win a coup over the the amends which Presbytery requires of us
Presbytery transferred Frank J. Smith from
other side, to drive the left wing or the right in relation to Mr. Michael Byers and his New York State Presbytery, to become Pastor
wing out of the church), BUT in the end we Complaint [which Presbytery had sustained of the Coeburn (Va.) Presbyterian Church. The
will be torn apart also in the formal and official previouslyEd.]
The committee vote, by secret ballot, was 29-9-2.
separation of ourselves one from another in recommendation was defeated, 18-19.

CALIFORNIA

GRACE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Meeting at Costa Mesa 7th Day Adventist
Church, 271 Avocado St./Costa Mesa
S.S., 11:30AM; Worship, 9:30AM
(714) 526-3153
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
940 East Valley Parkway, Suite G/Escondido
S.S., 11:00 AM; Worship, 9:00 AM/5:00 PM
(760)480-4373
NEW LIFE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
500 Manhattan Beach Blvd./
Manhattan Beach
S.S., 9:30 AM/Worship, 10:30 AM
(310)372-8455

CONNECTICUT

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF COVENTRY
55 Trowbridge Road/Coventry
S.S., 10:45 AM; Worship, 9:30 AM/6:30 PM
(860)742-7222
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF
MANCHESTER
43 Spruce Street/Manchester
S.S., 9:15 AM; Worship, 10:30 AM
(860)643-0906

FLORIDA

GRACE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1875 N. W. Britt Road/Stuart
S.S., 9:30AM;
Worship, 11:00AM/6:00PM
(561) 692-1995
SHARON ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH 
17680 NW 78 Avenue/Hialeah
S.S. 11:20; Worship 10:00 AM/5:00 PM
(305) 821-5761
TRINITYPRESBYTERIANCHURCH
44 Southview Avenue/Valparaiso
S.S., 9:15 AM/Worship, 10:30 AM
Third Sunday Service and Supper, 6:00 PM
(850)678-0060

GEORGIA

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
One Harker Road/Ft. Oglethorpe
S.S 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
(706)866-2521
SOUTH LIBERTY PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Sharon Barnett Road/Sharon
S.S., 10:00 AM;
Worship, 11:00 AM (1st/5th Sun.)
(706)456-2377

CHEROKEE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
5549 Hwy. 92E/Woodstock
S.S., 9:35 AM; Worship, 8:00/10:45 AM
(770)928-2051

LOUISIANA

AUBURN AVENUE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
224 Auburn Avenue/Monroe
S.S., 9:15 AM
Worship, 10:30 AM/6:00 PM
(318)323-3061
BETHEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2040 East McNeese Street/Lake Charles
S.S., 9:30AM; Worship, 8:15AM/10:45PM
(318) 478-5672
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
146 E. Cherry Street/Opelousas
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 10:45 AM
(318)948-9339

MARYLAND

CHRIST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Elkton High School/Elkton
S.S., 11:15 AM; Worship, 9:15 AM
(410)398-3192
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CHRIST REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Diplomat Building, 13992 Baltimore
Avenue, Suite 300/Laurel
S.S., 9:30AM; Worship 10:30AM/6:00PM
(301) 498-3700

MINNESOTA

GOOD SHEPHERD PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
15321 Wayzata Blvd./ Minnetonka
S.S., 11:15 AM; Worship, 9:30 AM
Sunday Evening Bible Study, 6:00 PM
(952) 835-6358

MISSISSIPPI

HAZELWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
117 E. Main Street/Hazelwood
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:15 PM
Wednesday, 7:00 PM
(828)456-3912
SHEARER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
684 Presbyterian Road/Mooresville
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/5:00 PM
Wednesday, 7:00 PM
(704)892-8866
NEW COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
10301 Old Creedmoor Road/Raleigh
S.S., 11:00AM; Worship, 9:30AM/6:00PM
(919) 844-0551
TRINITY REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
3701 South College Road/Wilmington
Worship 10:30 AM
(910)395-1252
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FAITH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1800 Third Loop Road/Florence
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
(843)665-9235
BEECH STREET PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1403 Beech Street/Gaffney
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
(864)489-2014
CALVARY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
9201 Old White Horse Road/Greenville
S.S. 10:00 AM; Worship 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 PM
(864)294-0895
SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
105 River Street/Greenville
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
Wednesday, 5:45 PM
(864)232-7621
FELLOWSHIP PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1105 Old Spartanburg Road/Greer
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
Wednesday, 6:30 PM
(864)877-3267

MCDONALDPRESBYTERIANCHURCH
295 E. Williamsburg Road/Collins
S.S., 10:00AM; Worship, 11:00AM/6:00PM
Wednesday prayer meeting, 7:00PM
(601)765-6437
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
East Beach Blvd. at 24th Ave./Gulfport
NOVA SCOTIA
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
BEDFORD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Wed., Family Dinner (6:00)/Bible Study (6:30)
49 Nelsons Landing Blvd./Bedford
(228)863-2664
S.S., 11:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/7:00 PM
TENNESSEE
ST. PAUL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(902)864-1587
MIDWAY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
5125 Robinson Road/Jackson
OHIO
4011 Old Jonesborough Road/Jonesborough
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 10:55 AM/6:00 PM
FAITH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship 11:00 AM/7:00 PM
(601)372-7497
2540 S. Main Street/Akron
(423) 753-941
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 9:30 AM
BRIDWELL HEIGHTS PRESBYTERIAN
625 N. Church Ave./Louisville
Worship, 10:45 AM/6:00 PM
CHURCH
Worship 11:00 AM and 6:00 PM
Wednesday, 7:00 PM
108 Bridwell Heights Drive/Kingsport
2nd Sunday, Fellowship Meal, 12:15 PM,
(330)644-9654
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
Evening Studies at 1:00 PM.
CHRIST COVENANT REFORMED (PCA)
(423)288-3664
Wed Supper 6:00 PM; Prayer Mtg, 6:30 PM
14787 Palmer Road SW/Reynoldsburg
FELLOWSHIP PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(601)773-5282
Psalter Service, 9:30 AM/Worship, 10:45 AM
Highway 25/70/Newport
PEARL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Thurs. Bible Study, 7 PM
S.S., 9:30 AM/Worship, 11:00 AM/7:00 PM
2933 Old Brandon Road/Pearl
(740)964-0889
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, 6:00 PM
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
OKLAHOMA
(423) 623-8652
(601)939-1064
BEAL HEIGHTS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN
TCHULA PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
614 SW Park/Lawton
CHURCH
109 E. Main Street/Tchula
Worship, 10:45 AM and 6:00 PM
900 Watauga Street/Kingsport
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/5:00 PM
(580)355-4702
S.S., 10:00 AM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, 7:30 PM
PENNSYLVANIA
Worship, 11:00 AM/7:00 PM
(601)924-7334
NEW LIFE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF
(423)247-7341
SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
HOPEWELL TOWNSHIP
TEXAS
1926 Grand Avenue at 20th/Yazoo City
2795 Patterson Drive/Aliquippa
COLLEYVILLE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/5:00 PM
S.S., 9:30AM; Worship, 11:00AM
715 Cheek Sparger Road/Colleyville
Wednesday, 7:30 PM
(724) 378-4389
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
(601)746-8852
LEHIGH VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN
(817)498-2626
NEW JERSEY
CHURCH
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
LOCKTOWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
31 S. 13th Street/Allentown
2701 N. 7th Street/Harlingen
197 Locktown-Flemington Road/Flemington S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship. 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
(610)797-8320
Midweek service, 7:00 PM Wednesday
S.S., 10:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
(908)996-7707
FAITHREFORMEDCHURCH
(956)425-3136
MOUNT CARMEL CHURCH
2953 Saltsman Road/Erie
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
350 Franklin Blvd./Somerset
S.S., 9:45 AM/Worship, 11:00 AM
SDA Church, 1209 S. John Redditt Rd./
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
(814)899-3037
Lufkin
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 10:45 AM/5:30 PM
(732)846-8777
NEW YORK
515 West County Line Road/Hatboro
(409)637-6043
REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 9:45 AM (Sum., 9:00); Worship, 11:00
CHRIST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Route 7/Duanesburg
AM (Sum., 10:00)
1620 E. Common Street/New Braunfels
(215)675-9688
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 10:45 AM
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 10:30 AM/7:30 PM
ROCKY SPRINGS PRESBYTERIAN
(830)629-0405
(518)895-2448
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
CHURCH
PROVIDENCE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
209 Union Street/Schenectady
123 Rocky Springs Road/Harrisville
3510 Austin Parkway/Sugar Land
S.S., 10:00 AM
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM and 6:00
SS, 9:30AM; Worship, 8:15/11:00AM/6:00PM
Worship, 11:00 AM/6:00 PM
PM (except 1st Sun.)
(518)374-4546
(724)735-2743
(281)980-2522
AFFIRMATION PRESBYTERIAN
SOUTH HILLS REFORMED
CHURCH
VIRGINIA
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
COEBURN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Routes 100 and 139/Somers
110 Hays Road/Upper St. Clair/Pittsburgh
220 Second Street SW/Coeburn
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
S.S., 9:15 AM; Worship, 10:30 AM;
(914)232-0546
S.S., 9:45AM; Worship, 11:00AM/6:30PM
Wednesday, 7:30 PM
NORTH CAROLINA
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, 7:00PM
(412)941-3480
DILLINGHAM PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(540)395-2866
16 Stoney Fork Road/Barnardsville
HILLCREST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
NEW HOPE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Route 19, three miles south of Leesburg/
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
Fairfax Fire Station #3 (Williams Memorial
Volant
(828)626-3668
Hall),
COUNTRYSIDE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship 10:55 AM/6:30 PM
4081 University Blvd./Fairfax
127 Ponderosa Road/Cameron
(724)533-4315
S.S., 11:15 AM
S.S., 9:30 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
SOUTH CAROLINA
Worship, 9:30 AM/5:30 PM
(919)499-2362
REEDY RIVER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(703)385-9056
WHITESIDE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
46 Main Street/Connestee
CALVARY REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
Highway 74/Cashiers
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00AM/6:30PM
CHURCH
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
(864) 277-5455
403 Whealton Road/Hampton
Wednesday, 7:00 PM Prayer Meeting
GRACE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S. 10:00am; Worship: 8:30 AM & 11:00 AM
(828)743-2122
1955 Riverside Drive/Conway
Evening Gathering: 6:00 PM
WHITE OAK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S.S., 9:30 AM/Worship, 10:45 AM
(757)826-5942
699 Polly Watson Road/Fremont
(843)347-5550
S.S., 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
(919)284-4196

WESTENDPRESBYTERIANCHURCH
1600 Atlantic Street/Hopewell
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 10:50 AM/6:00 PM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, 7:00 PM
(804)458-6765
KNOX REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Bennetts Chapel, 8520 Lee Davis Road/
Mechanicsville
Fellowship, 9:00 AM; S.S., 9:30 AM;
Worship, 10:45 AM
Sunday Evening, 6:00 PM
(804)559-0264
IMMANUEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
4700 Colley Avenue/Norfolk
Worship, 10:30AM/6:30PM
Wed. Christian Education Classes, 7:00PM
Sat. Prayer Meeting, 7:00PM
(757) 440-1100
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
108 Hill Street/Tazewell
S.S., 9:45 AM; Worship, 11:00/7:00 PM
(540)988-9541

WASHINGTON

WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
2700 Andresen Road/Vancouver
Worship, 10:00 AM
Sunday Bible Study, 6:30 PM
(360)254-1726

WEST VIRGINIA

PROVIDENCE REFORMED
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
5865 Davis Creek Road/Barboursville
S.S. 11:30; Worship 10:00 AM/6:00 PM
(304)736-0487

WISCONSIN

Calvary Orthodox Presbyterian Church
136 West Union Avenue/Cedar Grove
S.S., 10:30 AM; Worship 9:00 AM/7:00 PM
(920)668-6463
REFORMATION PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Lake Country SDA Church, 142 Lake St./
Pewaukee
Bible Study, 10:00 AM; Worship, 11:00 AM
Wednesday Prayer Service, 7:00 PM
(414)781-2171
LAKESIDE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Seventh Day Adventist Church, 21380 W.
Cleveland Ave./New Berlin
S.S., 10:45 AM: Worship, 9:30 AM
(262)968-6769
RON HAYNES
Disaster Response and Mercy Ministries
Presbyterian Evangelistic Fellowship
1003 Hollyleaf Court
Ballwin, Missouri 63021
(314)227-2612
GRIEVING WITH HOPE
The Rev. James Alexander
PO Box 7100
Florence, SC 29502-7100
(843)664-9759
Web: pages.prodigy.net/grievingwithhope
Email: grievingwithhope@prodigy.net

We are pleased to
have congregations and
organizations join us as
cosponsors of this venture. If
you would like to become a
sponsor, just let us know:
PINS Financial Office, c/o
Mr. Robert Shapiro, 6470
Bentley Trail, Cumming, GA
30040. Checks should be
made out to Presbyterian
International News Service.
 Indicates a non-PCA church.
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